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#34(L) 6/17/64 

Revised Memorandum 64-39 

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence (Privileges) 

Memorandum 64-39 has been revised to reflect actions at the June 

meeting. 

On April 15, 1964, we sent the printed report conteining the tentetive 

recommendation and research study on privileges to about 200 persons who had 

indicated an interest in the URE project. We requested their comments not 

later than June 1, 1964. We had already sent n:any of these persons a mimeo-

gr~phed copy of the tentetive recommendation and had considered their comments 

at the time we approved the tentative recommendation for printing. 

we received the following comments on the tentative recommendation 

relating to privileges: 

Special Committee of the Conference of california Judges (Exhibit I -
yellow) 

Letter from Judge Alan G. Campbell (Exhibit II - pink) 
Office of Los Angeles District Attorney (commenting on Privileges 

Division of New Evidence Code) (Exhibit III - green) 
League of California Cities Committee (commenting on latest version of 

mimeographed tentative recommendation prior to sending it to printer) 
(Exhibit rv - gold) 

District Attorney of Alameda County (Exhibit V - white) 

At the July meeting, we plan to consider the above listed comments on 

the tentative recommendation and make other revisions and then ~pprove Division 

8 (Sections 900-1072) of the Evidence Cod.e for printing as a part of the pre-

printed bill. We do not plan to consider this portion of the Evidence Code 

again until the galleys of the preprinted bill are considered at the September 

meeting. 

In addition, at the July meeting we plan ·to approve the comments that 

the Commission will make to the various code sections. These comments are 

attached to Memorandum 64-47. 
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In connection with this memorandUlll, you may also want to refer to the 

printed Tentative Recommendation and Research Study relating to the Privileges 

Article of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

Sections 900-916 

These sections have been revised in accordance with the decisions made 

at the June meeting. 

In Section 912, we refer to "privilege of clergyman" on the assumption 

that the privilege will be SO designated. (If it is not, we will adjust 

Section 912 accordingly.) 

In Section 915(b), we include a reference to the Newsmen's Privilege 

which we assume the Commission will want to include in Section 915(b). 

Section 912 

Subdivision (a). The Conference of california Judges (Exhibit I, page 7) 

suggests in effect that the first sentence of subdivision (a) be revised as 

follows: 

Except as otherwise provided in this sec~ion; the right of any 
person to claim a privilege provided by Section 954 (lawyer-client 
privilege), 980 (privilege for confidential mui'ital cOllil!luoications), 
994 (physician-patient privilege), 1014 (psychotherapist-patient 
privilege), 1033 (privilege o~ penitent), or 1034 (privilege of priest) 
is waived with respect to a cOlll!auoication protected by such privilege 
[i.'-lL"!Y] as to such holder of tl:e privilege, uho. without coercion, has 
disclosed any part of the comruuoication or haS-COnsented to such a 
Qisclosure made by anyone. 

The Conference of California Judges "ould also delete subdivision (b) of 

Section 912 if the above revision io made. The difficulty vith the revision 

sUGGested by the Conference of California Judges is tnat it apparently would 

pel,;Jit a person to claim a priVileGe, for example, e'icn though it had 

previously been waived by his guarQ_ian when holder of the privilege. Thus, 

a privilege belonging to a minor is uaived by his Guardian, the minor becomes 

an sUult and then claims the privilcge on another occasion. Under Section 

912 the privilege is gone; under the suggested revision of the Conference 
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the privilege remains. It does not appear to be desirable to keep out 

evidence that has already been disclosed by a waiver by a person authorized 

to claim the privilege. Hence, it is suggested that the revision of the 

Conference not be accepted. 

At the June meeting, a motion was made to delete subdivision (b) but 

it failed. It was suggested that subdivision (b) be again considered at the 

July meeting. 

Section 917 

This is the same as BORE 28.5. We received no objections to this section. 

Section 918 

This is the same as RUBE 40. There were no objections to this section,. 

Section 919 

This se ction is the BaIl'.e as RUBE 38. 

Section 920 

This section is the same as BORE 40.5. There were no comments on this 

section. 

Section 930 

This section is the same as RUBE 23. Judge Campbell (Exhibit II - pink) 

strongly urges that Section 930 be limited to criminal actions. We have 

added "under this section" after "privilege" in subdivision (b) to conform 

to the language used in other sections of the Privileges Division. 
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Section 940 

This section is the same as nUL; 24< Concernin" ilules 23, 24 [Section 

940], and 25, the Committee of the League of California Cities states: 

\!e consider these revised rules to be a subs-~an.tial improvement 
over previous ones, and we uant to compliment the Lav Revision 
Commission for progressively clarifying the lanGuaGe in succeeding 
drafts. 

On the other hand, the Conference of California JudGes prefers URE Rule 24 to 

thc revised rule (except that after the word "state" in Rule 24, the Confere~~" 

~Tould insert "or the United States. ") The Conference states: "The committee 

believes that the definition of incri::lination, as s-~ated in Rule 24 of the 

Unifol1n Rules of Evidence, will be ensier to interpret, both for the legal 

pro?ession and for the judge." You ·.rill recall tha-c the language of the 

revised rule was based largely upon the Ne\, Jersey revision of the URE rule 

and on existing California case la17. Consider also Section 404 relating to 

the preliminary determination of uhether evidence is incriminatory. 

Section 941 

This section is the same in SUbstance as RURE 25 (introductory clause). 

The Conference of California Judges suggests that this section be revised 

to read: 

941.. Except as provided in this article, e-,ery natural person 
has a privilege which he may claim to refuse to uisclose any matter 
that will incriminate him t~g-ae-elaimB-tBe-~p~v~leBel. 

An alternative wording that should also be considered: 
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941. Except as provided in this article, every natura..l- person who 
claims the 'Privilege 'las a privilege to refuse ·co disc.lose any matter "nat 
1/lll lnCrlmlnate him [~~-Re-e~a~s-tke-p~~v~~eEeJ. 

The clause at the end of Section 91:-1 does seem some-_-c1at a111mard. 

'ihis section is the sarr.e in substance as RURE 25 (1). Pe received 

no ol:-jections to this section. 

Section 943 

This section is the swne in substance as RURE 25(2). He received 

no objections to this section. 

Section 944 

This section is the same in sul)stance as Rum; 25(3). ,re received 

no objections to this section. 

Section 945 

This section is the same i!1 substance as RUH;':: 25(4}. 'Ye received 

no objections to this section. 

The staff has revised Section 945 aa indicated below: 

945. No person has a privilege under thi3 article to refuse 
-~o produce for use as evidellce or othe!'l-rise n. [i<ee1ises:ty-ekai;tel] 
llriting, object, or other thin::; under his conti'ol constituting, 
containing, or discloSLl1g I:Ja.tter incriminatinG him if some other 
person [;-ee~eFat~SR;-assee~a~ieBT-e~-etaeF-SrBa~B~6a~~eBJ (including 
-che United States or a public entity) owns or has a superior right 
to the possession of the 1;riting, object, or o-eller thing to be 
produced. 

The::", revisions are suggested for the sake of consistency. Regarding the 
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use of the phrase "writing, object, or other thing," cee the definition 

of "evidence" in Division 2 and Section 9ll as revised at the June meeting. 

Regardiog the deletion of "corpora-cion, e.ssociation, or other organization," 

see definition of "];larson" ill tbe genereJ. definitions in D~Yls1on 2 ("Person 

includes e. natural person, fim, .. association, organization, :partnershi];l, 

business trust, or.corpora.tion"). 

Sec-~~!, 946 

'l'his section is the same as EeoC 25 (5) . There uere no comments on 

this section. 

Section 941 

This section is the same as RURE 25(6). 

fhe office of the District f.ttorney of Los AnGeles County suggests that 

the 1IOrds "upon the merits" are too limiting in this section. See Exhibit III 

(creen). Section 941 should be ccmpared to existinG Penal Code Section 1323 

(,·,hich provides in part: "1' c.efenG.ant in a crimiuccl action or proceediog 

cannot be cOl!!J?ellec. to be a witness c.gainst himself; but if he offers himself 

as a llitness, he may be cross-ex8,i,lined by the counsel for the people as to 

all matters about which he 1,as e;:aai.'1ed in chief.") 'l'he substance of existing 

lal! could be retained by deleting ·"he words "upon -;;;,e meri-i;s." This revision 

woulte still permit the defendant to object that a confession uas involuntary, 

bu" if the judge nevertheless admits the confessior" the deI'endant cannot 

tes-clI'y before the jury that the cOl~I'ession is not ~crue because it lias 

involuntary unless the defendant is ".-Tilling to pernH cross-examination upon 

all luatters about which he was eXaril1l1ed in chieI'. If the insertion of the 

,;-orees "upon the merits" is in-ccndecl to change existin(; la;, under Penal Code 
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rei1o:'t should be revised to state exactly ,,:Oat chanc;e is intended. 

Sec-cion 948 

~his section is the same as ;,um: 25 (6) . There 'Jcre no COlLIllents on 

this section. 

Ao:.d:::tional section 

The Conference of California Judges suggests °cllat the following be 

uc';.(.cc!. -;:'0 Article 2: 

If the privilege is claio::ed in any action the matter shall be 
cUsclosed if the judge finds -chat the matter 1rill not incriminate 
the 1-fitness. 

The proposed provision appears to "C unnecessary in 'rieu of Section 404. 

Section 951 

The staff has revised the first portion of this section as indicated 

below: 

951. As used in this article, "client" means a person [;-E!9~~t;;i9"'~ 
asse€;iat;ie"'1-eF-etHeF-eFga ... ;isa~;i~ ... l (including the United States and a 
public entity) that, •• 

See the general definition in Divisi<::n 2 ("Person" includes a r.atural person, 

firm, association, organization, partnership, business trust, or corporation."). 

Compare with revised Section 945 set out above in this memorandum. ~e comment 

to Section 951 states that "person" is intended to include unincorporated 

organizations when the organization, as distinguished from its members, is 

the client. 

Section 953 

The staff substituted "firm, association, organization, partnership, 

business trust, or corporation" for "corporation, partnership, association, or 

other organization" in subdivision (d). See discussion under Section 951 above., 
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'fhis section is the same as rmI{C 26(2). There "ere no objections to 

this section. 

~l'his section is substantially -the same as mJRL 26(3). l'he language of 

the RURE provision was reo:cganized. There were no objections to this section. 

Section 956 

1'his section is the same as IFJRE 26(4) (a). The Conference of California 

Ju0.aes suggests that this section De revised to reae:.: 

956. There is no privileGe under this ar~:i.cle if the judge 
finds that sufficient evidence aside from the ca~lunication, has been 
introduced to warrant a findinG that the ser'1ic03 of the lawyer 
"ere sought cr obtained to enable or aid anyone to c=it or plan to 
commit a crime or to perpe-orate or plan to llerpetra;;" a f'raud. 

The suggested revision would restore the SUbstance 01' the llniform Rule prOvision 

which was revised by the COIP.mission to delete the requirement of evidence in 

ael<'.i tion to the evidence of the cODlIaunication. In co:meci;ion liith this 

SUG[;estlon, see Section 915 (a). ;~e~ Research Study in printed pamphlet on 

pridleges article at pages 391-392. 

Sec-Giei1s 957-964 

'.chere were no comments on these sections. The sections are sub-

Btan-~ially the same as the RURE prOVision indicated below: 

957 -- RURE 26(4)(b) 
958 -- RURE 26(4)(c) 
959 -- RURE 26(4)(d) 
960 -- RURE 26(4)(e) 
961 -- RURE 26(4)(f) 
962 -- RURE 26(4)(g) 
963 -- RURE 26(4)(h) 
964 -- RURE 26(5) 
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Section 970 

Tbis section is the same in substance as the introductory portion of 

RUBE 27.5(1). There were no comments on this section. 

Section 971 

This section is the same in substance as RURE 27.5(2). The Conference 

of California Judges suggests that this section be revised to read: 

971. Except as provided in Sections 972 and 973, a married person 
whose spouse is a party to a proceeding has a privilege not to be called 
as a witness by an adverse Farty to that proceed.ing without [06"e-~!";l8:
e~p:-ess-e8RseR06-e~-06Re-s~e~se-"avaRg-06"e-~~;lv;llege-~ae:--06Ris-eee06aeR] 
such witness's prior expressed consent. 

Note that the word "express" is changed. to "expressed." 

Section 972 

This section is the same in substance as RUBE 27.5(1)(a) througn·(d). 

There were no comments on this section. 

Section 973 

This section is the same as RUBE 27.5(3), (4). T.1e Conference of 

California Judges suggests that subdivision (a) be revised to read: 

(a) Unless wrongfully compelled to do so, a married person who 
testifies [~R-Q-~~e€eea~Bg-te-WB;l€R-R;l8-SF~Se-~S-Q-~a~~y;-e!"-WRQ 
~e806~~~esJ against his spouse in any proceeding [;1 or who testifies 
in any roceeding in which his spouse is a party as to any fact waives 
a8es-Be~-"ave-a the privilege ~ae!"-tR;ls-a:-t!ele in the sa~ pro

ceeding [iR-w"ieR-~e"-tes~iEeRy-~s-giveBl with respect to any-Dther 
fact of which he has knowledge. 

This suggested revision does not appear to improve the language of' the section. 
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Sec:;im:s 980 to 987 

There were no comments on these sections. The source of each section 

is inl'.icated below: 

980 RURE 28(1) 
981 RURE 28(2) (a) 
982 RURE 28(2)(b) 
983 RURE 28(2)(c) 
984 RURE 28(2)(d) 
985 RURE 28(2)(e) 
986 RURE 28(2)(f) 
'::87 RURE 28(2)(g) 

All of the sections are the same as c;1e comparable 11\.;-,;:'; provision, except that 

we rephrased Section 984(b) without c;langing its Su-cG-'ance. 

Seci;ions 990-993 generally 

'l'hese sections are the same [1S DUHE 27(1). 

Sec-cion 994 

This sect ion is the same as ;-;:;:1::' 27 (2). There -;ere no comments on 

thic sec-i;ion. 

SeCCi2E 995 

'This section is the same in substance as RURE 27 (3). The RURE provision 

has been reorganized in stating the provision in the Evidence Code. There 

were no comments on this section. 
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This section is the .same as :\URS 27( 4 )(k). ':''here 1-1ere no C'llJ1.rnents on 

this section~ The staff re~,-i;;ed -:..~-.:.i.:; secticn as in::.'.::'cs.-CE.cl. b-.:-101.;: 

996. There is no privilege under tuis article in a proceeding [, 
fRe±~~fag-BR-Betiea-BF6~gBt-~Rae=-geetieR-3T8-e=-3Tf-ef-tke-£eae-ef 
£~vi±-P=eeeaHFe;l in which an issue concerning the condition of the 
patient has been tendered by: 

(a) The patient [tl . 
(b) Any party claiming throug.~ or under the patient [jl . 
(c) Any party claiming as a beneficiary of the patient through 

a contract to which the patient is OT was a party. 
(d) The' plaintiff in an action brought under Section 376 or 377 

of the Code of Civil Procedure for damages for the injury or death of 
the patient. 

The revised section is a better statement of the substance of the section. 

Sections 997-1C06 

There were no comments on theEe sections. The source of each section 

is indicated below. 

997 -- RURE 27(4)(a) 
998 -- RURE 27(4)(h), (j) 
999 RURE 27(4)(i) 

lOCO RURE 27(4)(b) 
1001 RURE 27(4)(c) 
1002 RURE 27(4)(d) 
1003 -- RURE 27(4)(e) 
1004 RURE 27(4)(f) 
1005 RURE 27(4)(g) 
1006 -- RURE 27(4)(L) 

The sections contained in the Evidence Code are the same as in the RURE. 

sections 1010-1013 

These sections are the same as RURE 27.3(1). 
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Section 1014 

This section is the s~e in substance as RLrrlE 27.3(2). In connection 

with the availability of this privilege in criminal cases; see Exhibit V, a 

letter from the office of the District Attorney of Alruneda County. In con-

nection with this letter, it is important to note one change we are making 

in the attorney-client privilege: The attorney-client privilege will not 

provide protection, as it does now, when the attorney secures the services of 

a psychotherapist to examine the patient in order to provide information the 

attorney considers necessary in preparing the case for trial. The protection 

of co~nications made in the course of such an examination, if any, exists 

only under the psychotherapist privilege. 

In order to clarify the psychotherapist-patient privilege, it is suggested 

that the following additional section be added to the article on the psycho-

therapist-patient privilege: 

1025. Exception: Sanity of crirrdnal defendant 

1025. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding to 

determine the sanity of a defendant in a criminal action under Chapter 6 

(corr.mencing with Section 1367) of Title 10 of Part 2 of the Penal Code. 

The staff does not believe any exception should be provided for proceedings 

to determine whether or not the defendant is a mentally disordered sex offender 

or a narcotic addict. In toth cases, the person should be encouraged to seek 

the services of a psychotherapist and needs the assurance that his communications 
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to the psychotherapist will 'lot later be used to i!is detriment. If it is 

true as the letter contends, that such persons "0 r.ot sed: the aid of a 

psychotherapist, no !carro will result from providing protection to those few 

persons who actually do seek such aid. 

The staff also suggests that the following section, suggested by the 

Conference of California Jud3es, be added to the article on the psychotherapist-

patient privilege: 

1026. Exception: Patient dangerous to himself or others 

1026. There is no privilege under this article if the psychotherapist 

has reasonable cause to believe that the patient is in such mental or 

emotional condition as \;0 be dangerous to himself or to the person or 

property of another arid t:lat disclosure of the confidential communication 

is necessary to prevent the threatened danger. 

Tne staff believes that these tuo additional exceptions will do much to meet 

the objections to the psychotherapist-patient privilege. In addition, the 

staff suggests that the Corrndssion again consider the suggestion of Profes60r 

Sherry "ho commented on the mimeographed tentative recon:mendation. Professor 

Sherry stated: 

Similarly, I think it unwise to embrace within t he meaning of 
"psychotherapist" any practitioner of medicine. I think the definition 
ought to be limited to those doctors of medicine who are certified to 
practice psychiatry. 

As lfe noted in a previous memorandum, we are unable to find any California 

statute pursuant to '''hich a doctor of medicine is "certified to practice 

psychiatry. " The Governor t s commis sion defined a psychiatrist as follows: 

"psychiatrist" means a per SOil licensed to practice medicine who devotes 
a substantial portion of his time to the practice of psychiatry, or a 
person reasonably believed by the patient to be so qualified. 

-13-
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The definition of the Governor's ccmmission would seem to satisfy Professor 

Sherry's objection and ,rould aprear to create no serious problems in deter-

mining who is a "psychiatrist" for the purposes of the statute. The definition 

would in effect limit the scope of t:le privilege and avoid difficult problems 

of determining when an ordirary medical doctor is prevented from testifying 

in a criminal action. 

Section 1015 

This section is substantially the same as RUBE 27.3(3). There were no 

cOIT~ents on this section. 

Section 1016 

T':'lis section is the same as RURI. 27.3(4)(g). :i:~:'2 sU:i.ff 11D.s revised 

'~'lis section as indicated belou: 

1016. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding 
[1-~Bel~a~ag-aR-a€t~~B-e~~gg~-~RQe~-gee~~QR-3f6_g~-31t-Q~-tBe-~~a~ 
9"'-£~"ii.l-Pl' ... ,ee. ... "e, 1 in "hich an issue concerning the condition of 
the patient has been tendered by: 

(a) The patient [t] . 
(b) Any party claiming through or under the patient [j-e~-l . 
(c) Any party claiming as a beneficiary of the patient through 

a contract to "hich the patient is or was a party. 
(d) The plaintiff in an action brought under Section I/,6 or 377 

of' the Code of Civil Procedure for damages fOl; "he injury or death of 
the patient. 

We suggested the same revision of Section 996 (the comparable exception to the 

physician-patient privilege). 

Section 1017 

This section is the same as RUBE 27.3(4)(,,). The office of the District 

Attorney, County of Los Angeles, ~~kes the following comment on this section: 

Under the practice in Los AlCgeles CmL"1ty there al-e occasions when court 
appointed counsel will request, on behalf of' his client, that a psychiatrist 
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or psychotherapist be appointed cy the court for his assistance for 
presenting a defense or for the entry of an additional plea or even 
possibly for a suggestion to the court that the court entertain a 
dou1o;, ~ ~ t.o the d"fenG.2.nt' s pnesent sanity. It is submitted that 
under any of those circumstances the privilege should apply and not 
be restricted because of the court appointment. 

If the CollJllission desires to re'fise Section 1017 in light of this 

suggestion, the section might be revised to read: 

1017. There is no privilege under this article if the psychotherapist 
is appointed by order of the court to examine the pstient, but this 
exception does not apply where the psychotherapist is appointed by tIle 
court upon request of the "fublie defender or court-appointed lawyer for 
the defendant in a criminal proceeding in order to provide the public 
defender or court-appointed la'lYer with information needed so that he 
nay advise his client whether to enter a plea based on insanity or 
present a defense based on tl:e mental or emotional condition of the 
defendant. 

It should be noted that if the defendant does make a plea based on insanity 

or presents a defense based on his n:er.tal or er:.otional condition, the 

psychotherapist-patient privilege does ~ apply and the court-appointed 

psychotherapist may then be required to testify. See Section 1016. 

Sections 1018-1024 

These sections are the same as the compsrable provisions of the RUBE. 

There were no comments on these sectio~s. The source of each section is 

indicated in the following tabulation. 

1018 RURE 27.3(4)(a) 
1019 RURE 27.3(4)(b) 
1020 RUBE 27.3(4)(c) 
1021 RUBE 27·3(4)(d) 
1022 HURE 27.3(4)(e) 
1023 RUBE 27. 3(lf ) (f) 
1024 RURE 27.3(4)(i) 
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Arcicl:2 8--Heading 

';he Conference of California Ju0.Ges suggests tha'c the Leading to this 

article be changed to: "Clergyman-Penitent PrivileGes." This seems to be 

a desirable change. The present title is somewhat hlisleadinc, as the 

Con:Ce~'ence committee points out, in 'chai; it suggests that the privilege 

is incended only for members of the Catholic church. 

'i'his section is the same as Rlh;::; 29(1) (c). The (;uaference of 

California Judges suggests in subo°cance that this eec'Cion 'ce revised 

to l'cad: 

1030. As used in this ar'cic1e, [~llFi.ee;;~} "clerGyman" means 
a priest, [elsFffi'Jl!aay 1 minister [s'f-M,e-gsslls;:'J, er ether officer of 
a church or of a religious denor.lination or reliGious orzanization. 

Section 1031 

'-his section is the same as nun;; 29(1) (a), The Conference committee 

SU(l[;ects that the word "priest" 1)e changed to "clerGyman." 

This section is the same as RUR:C 29(1) (b). The Conference of California 

JudGeD suggests that this section be revised to read: 

1032. As used in this article, "peniten'cial communication" 
means a confession of conduct by a penitent, who believes it to 
ce 'Il'ong or immoral, made secretly and in confidence to a 
clergyman, 
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c Section 1033 

This section is the same as RURE 29(2). There "ere no comments on 

this section. 

Section 1034 

This section is the same as RURE 29(3). The Conference of ~lifornia 

Judges suggests that "priest" be changed to "clergyman" in this section. 

Section 1040 

This section is the same as RUBE 34(1), (2). The Conference of California 

Judges suggests that the words "in a Il'.anner authorized by the public entity" 

be deleted from subdivision (b). The Conference cOllllJlittee believes that "the 

public entity should have the privilege to prevent disclosure of official 

information by anyone who has acquired the information regardless of whether 

the person having the infom.ation 1,as authorized or not to have such information." 

This change would provide the public entity >rith protection against eavesdroppe~s. 

If this change appears to be desirable, the staff suggests that the 

introductory portion of subdivision (t) be revised to read: 

(b) A public entity (including the United states) has a privilege 
to refuse to disclose, and to prevent 2nother from disclosing, official 
information if the privilege is claimed by a person authorized by the 
public entity to do so and: 

This revision would make the provision consistent llith the sections that 

provide for other privileges. 

Tl'e staff deleted the "ords" including all officc:c, 

agent, or employee of the United States," from subdivision (a). These 'WOrds 

are unnecessary in view of the definition 0::' "public employee" in Division 2. 

The Committee of the Lea@le of Califo,-"nia Cities suggests that subdivision 

(b)(l) be revised to include municipal ordinances. 'I'he committee states: "Crie 
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<: area of its application would be business license ordinances, where 

information i3 received on a confidential baSiS, including statements 

which relate to sales tax, and income ta.."<:." It is suggested that if statutory 

law has not made such information secret, the section (in paragraph (2) of 

subdivision (b» provides adequate protection. We believe it ~uld be unwise 

to permit local entities to create an absolute privilege by ordinance. 

Section 1041 

This section is the same as RUBE 36(1), (2), (3). This section should 

be made consistent with any changes made in Section 1040. 

The ODnference of California Judges suggests the complete revision of 

this section. See page 5 of Exhibit r (yellow pages). 

The staff believes that tne section as contained in the Evidence Code, 

C revised to conform to Section 1040, is a better and clearer statement of the 

law. 

c 

Section 1042 

This section is a combination of RUBE 34(3), (4) and RUBE 36(4), (5). 

The office of the District Attorney of Los Angeles County makes the following 
• 

comment concerning this section: 

The language of 1042(a) indicates that where privilege is claimed and 
sustained the "presiding officer shall make such order or finding of 
fact adverse to the public entity." Our Appeals Section has suggested 
that this language is ambiguous and should be limited strictly to the 
rejection of evidence. It migl,t be construed to mean a determination 
of the case itself by dismissal of the proceedings which I am sure was 
not the intent of the commission. 

In connection with this comment, see the comment that will be inserted under 

this section in our final report. 
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C=. Section 1050 

c 

This section is olle same as j;:J;\ic 31. There 1Ico'e :10 cGnl!nents on this 

Sedion 1060 

This section is the same as I:um: 32. There lle~:e no cOllII!l€nts on this 

section. 

Ar~icle 12--Newsman IS Frivilege 

This article was approved at the J1llle meeting. ':e have divided the 

sedion approved at the June meeting into three sections but have made no 

subs'~antive change in the approved section. 

Respectfully suomitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
:::;:ecutive Secretary 
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Memo 64-39 
EXHIBIT I 

REPORT OF TIlE SP;::CIAL COI~TEE OF T:m 
CmlFER~ICE OS!' CALJ:I'CRNIA JUDGES TO ~iORK 

WITH THE CALIFORHlh MI,' REVISION COlil;ISSION 
ON THE STUDY OF m;I::'ORJvI RULES OF ',",'IDEr/CE 

RELhTIVE TO: 

PRIVILEGES 

The committee approves ti1e ten':;ative recommendations of the Commission 

on all rules relative to Privilege.'., not specifically mentiorai herein. 

RULE 24 [SECTION 940] 

DEFINITION OF INCRIMINATIOn 

The committee recommends that Rule 24 of the Uniforlll Rules of Evidence 

be substituted for tbe Commission! s tentative recommendation, except that 

after tbe \Tord "state" in said Uniform Rules of Eviccence insert the words 

Itor t:le United States. It 

The committee believes that the definition of incrimination, as stated 

in Rule 24 of the Uniform Rules of =vidence, will be easier to interpret, 

both for the legal profession and for tbe judge. 

RULE 25 [S~CTIONS 940-948] 

SELF-INCRIkIIJATION PRIVILEGE 

Tbe committee recommends that the first para~raph of said Rule 25 be 

amended to read as follows: 

"Every natural person bas a privilege wbich he may claim to refuse to dis-

close any matter that will incriminate him except undcr this rule:" 

The committee f~ther recommends that Subdivision (a) of Rule 25 of the 

Uniform Rules of Evidence be re-inserted in said Rule 25 as Subdivision (8), 

llhicb >rill read as follm{s: 

"(8) If the privilege is clCLimed in any action the matter shall be 

disclosed if the jt:Cigc :cir.ds tbat tbe r.:CL·(~er 1:ill not incriminate 

the witness. It 
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rlUIE 26 (3LCTIONS 950-964J 

The committee recommends that -"he order of the ~ubparagraphs under 

Su'uclivision (1) be changed so that: 

Subparagraph (d) will be S~bparagraph Cal; 

Subparagraph (a) will be Subparagraph (b); 

Subparagraph (b) will be Subpa:-agraph (c); and 

Subparagraph (c) will be Suhparagraph (d). 

The committee further recomr.-,enc'.s that SubdivL;:;'on 4 (a) {Section 956J 

be amended to read as follOWS: 

"If the judge finds that sufficient evidence aside from communication, 

has been introduced to warrant a finding that the services of the lawyer 

were sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit 

a crime or to perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraud." 

(1) 

I'he committee 

RULE 27 {SEC'~'IONS 990-1006 J 

PHYSICIAN-PI:~'IENT PRIVILEGE 

recommends tha'" the order of subparagraphs 

be changed so that: 

Subparagraph 

Subparagraph 

Subparagraph 

Subparagraph 

(d) will be Subparagraph (a) ; 

(c) will be Subparagraph (b) ; 

(a) will be Subparagraph (c) ; and 

(b) will be Subparagraph (d) • 

RULE 27.3 [S8CTIONS 1010-1024J 

PSYCHCTHERAPIST-PATIENT PRIVIL8GS 

under Subdivision 

The committee recommends that the order of the subparagraphs under 

Subdivision (1) be changed so that: 

Subparagraph (d) will be Subparagraph (al; 

Subparagraph (c) will be Subparagraph (b) ; 

Subparagraph (a) will be Subpa::agraph (c) ; ane. 

Subparagraph (bl 1.rill be Subpa:-agraph (d) • 
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The committee further rec=ends that SubdiviGion (4) be amended by 

adding thereto a new subparagraph to be known as (j) '.lhieh "ill read as 

follGlrs: 

"If the psychotherapist has reasonable cause to believe that the 

patient is in such mental or emotional condition as to be dangerous to 

himself or to the person or proper~y of another ani:_ ,1isclosl're of the con-

fidcntial communication is necessary to prevent the threatened danger." 

RULE 27.5 [SECTIONS 970-973] 

PRIVILEGE Nor TO TESTIFY AGAINST SPOUSE 

The committee recommends that Subdivision (2) be amended by striking 

the "ord 'the" follOWing the word "1!ithout" and insec'i;ing in lieu thereof 

the "ords "such witnesses" and striking the words at the end of the subdivision 

C "of the spouse having the privileGe under this subdivision." Said subdivision 

[S<:c~.;ion 971] will then read as follolTs: 

"Subject to the exceptions lis~.;ed in subdivision (1) a married peTaon 

whose spouse is a party to a prcceeding has a privilege not to be called as 

a uHness by an adverse party to that proceeding without such witness' s 

prior expressed consent." 

The committee further recommenQs that Subdivision (3) [Section 973 (a)] 

be amended to read as follows: 

"Unless wrongfully compelled to do so, a married person who testifies 

against his spouse in any proceedirgs or who testifies in any proceeding in 

which his spouse is a party as to any fact waives -i;he privilege in the same 

proceeding with respect to any othe:: fact of which he or she has knowledge." 

C 
RULE 29 [S2CTION 1030-1034] 

PRIEST-PENIl'blff PRIVILEGE 

The committee recommends that the title to Rule 29 be amended to read: 
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CIERGYJ.iAN-mHI'IENl' PRIVILEG:; 

'l'he committee further recomlllenc~ 3 that the orCe:' of the subparagraphs 

under Subdivision (1) be amended so that: 

;;ubparagraph (c) will be SubpQragraph (a) ; 

3ubparagraph (a) will be Subparagraph (b) ; and 

~~ubparagraph (b) will be Subparagraph (c) . 

The committee further recOllllIlends tllat Subdivision 1 (a) be amended to read as 

follmrs: 

"Penitential cOllllIlunication means a confession of conc,uct by a penitent, 

who believes it to be vrong or immoral, made secretly and ill confidence to a 

clergyman .. 11 

c 'fhe committee further recommen0.s that the ,roree "priest" in Subdivision 

1 (a), 1 (b), 1 (c) and (3) be chanced to the word "clergyman" and by reason 

of such change the word "clergyman" in Subdivision 1· (c) i-rill be stricken. 

The committee believes that Rule 29, as proposec, by the commisSion, is 

in a form that would indicate it 1Ias intended only for members of the Catholic 

church, whereas it should be draftee' in a manner iThich would apply to all 

forme of religion in which a peniten'i;ial ccmmunication is made to a clergyman, 

whe'i;her such cOllllllunication is made in the course of G.iscipline or the practice 

of the church or not. 

RULE 34 [SECTIONS 1040-1042] 

OFFICIAL INFORHATION 

The committee recommends that 3ubdivision (2) be amended by striking 

the irords "in a manner authorized by the public entity." 

c The committee believes that the public entity should have the privilege 

to prevent disclosure of official iEformation by anyone lIho has acquired the 
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information regardless of "hether t1l2 1'erson haYin~"~le iClformation was 

authorized or not to have such information. 

RULE 36 [SECTIONS 1040-1042) 

IDENTITY OF INFOR~!ER 

The committee recommends that the URE draft of TIule 36 be adopted in 

lieu of the Commission's recommencea'" ions >lith the modifications which appear 

underlined in the follOWing rewriting of said rule: 

f. llitness or public entity has a privilege to :refUse to disclose the 

identity of a person ,·,ho has fl'Inished informo.'"ion purporting to dis-

close a violation of a provision of the laws of this state or of the 

United Statee to ~ representa~ive of the state or tL~ United States, or 

a governmental divisio:1 thereof, charged ',r1th the duty of enforcing the 

lau, and to prevent such discloDure by anyone, and eviitence thereof is 

inadmissible, unless the judGe finds that (a) ':;~l(' ider..tity of the person 

furnishing the ir..formation has already been o'~her".'ise t'.isclosed, or (b) 

disclosure of his identity is essential to aSSU1'e a fair determination 
of the issues. 

Our committee believes the CCL"nission's draft to be lli,necessarily prolix, 

and that the substance of the Ccumission's views are acccr.plished by the fore-

going rewrite. 

RULE 36.1 [ARrICLE 12 (To commence with ,section 1070)) 

NEHSMClf' S PRIVILEGE 

This rule is not included in the Uniform Rules of ~,idence nor is it 

included ,rithin the tentative recoJ:lLendations of the Commission. It is pro-

posed, hOl'lever, by the staff of the Commission (see Commission's tentative 

recommendations Pages 461-505). 

:.'aid rule reads as follows: 
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c 
enGaGed in procurement or distribution of news tbrot:,Gh ne"s media; (b) 

'ne',/S media' means newspapers, press associations, vire services and radio 

and television. 

"(2) A newsman has a privileGe to refuse to disclose the source of 

neVG disseminated to the publiccbrough news media, unless the judge finds 

that (a) the source has been discloGed previously, 0" (b) disclosure of the 

source is required in the public in"cerest." 

The committee believes that said rule should be inclu&ed in any recodi-

fication of the lau of evidence of this state. Said nue changes existing 

California law from an absolute to a discretionary privilege. This would 

mo"e nearly parallel the analogous )rivilege provi&ed government informers. 

c It "ould also preclude the possibilc.ty of inequitable results in cases where 

the public interest demands disclosure. 

RULE 36.5 [SECTION 916] 

CLAIM OF PRIVILEGE BY PRESIDING OFFICER 

The committee recommends that the first paragraph of Subdivision (1) be 

amen&ed to read as follows: 

"The presiding officer on his mill motion or upon the motion of any party 

may exclude information that is subject to a claim of privilege under this 

article if:" 

The committee believes that i-o is improper to place a burden on a judge 

to e::clude privileged information under the conditions set forth in said 

Rule 36.5. If the presiding officer is required to exclude such information 

C on his own motion and he fails to do so the question arises whether such 

failure would amount cO prejudicial error. 

,. 
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HADr::R CF PRIVlillGE 

The committee recommends that Gubsection 1 be anended to read as 

foll0'.1s: 

(1) Except as otherwise provi,,~ed in this rule, the riGht of any 

person to claim a privilege pO'ovided by Rules 26, 27, 27.3, 28, or 29, 

is vaived with respect to a comrr.unication protected by such privilege 

as to such holder of the privilege, who, without coercion, has dis-

closed any part of the comIT,Ul:ic~tion or has consented to such a dis-

closure made by anyone. 

He recommend deleting the balance of subparagraph (l) and all of 

subparagraph (2). 

He approve the balance of the Ccmmission r s dra:?t of Rule 37. 

The Committee makes the foregoing recommendations for the same reasons 

as presented with respect to Rule 36. 

RULE 37.7 [SECTION 914 (b)] 

RULING UPON PRIVILEGED CCMMUNICATIONS IiI NONJliDICIAL 
PRCG:c:cDINGS 

The committee approves the CC)mmission's draft of this rule, except 

that Fe believe that the "ords "in ;:onjudicial proceedings" should be inserted 

011 line 2 after the 'word "privileged" and before the \wrd "ullless." 

RULE 3[ [SECTION 919J 

ADMISSIBILITY OF- )ISCLCSlRE 'BC!\GFULLY CCNPL£T:8D 

Because of our reccrr.menclaticn ccnccrning R"'J.le 36.5 L"1(l. the ccrunents 

thereon, __ ,re believe subparagraph (dshould be <menclec to read as follows: 



c 

c 

c· 

~---

....- .. . . 

"(2) The presio.ing officer di( not exclude the privilec;ed matter as 

authorized by Rule 36.5." 

RULE 3~) ~SECTION 913] 

REFERENCE TO ::,::JiCISE OF PRIVlLG8S 

The ccnmittee recomEends that subparagraphs (2) and (3) be amended OJ' 

in~el"Ging a cOllJIlla in the place of the closing perioo, and adding "unless such 

failure vas occasioned by circumstances beyond his control." 

The situation designed to be protected by the recommended addition is 

where the person is prevented from explaining or denying evidence against 

him by reason of a claim of privilec;e by some other person not under his 

control, or because the matter is othenrise protected OJ' 1all. 

DATED: May 22, 1964 
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Respectfully submitted} 

Justice liiluz-eo. Lillie 
Judge Marl: llrandler 
Judge RaYEond J. Sherwin 
Judge Jawes C. Toothaker 
Judge Ho"ard :C. Crandall 
Judge Leonard ,~. Diether} Chairman 



Me.·o 64-39 EXHIBIT II 

Municipal Court 
L~·~ .;\:1G8lcs J1..~Uici[;.l Dictrict 

P,laIl G. ,~c.Iilpbell, Judge 

Cal:"fornia La"" Revision Ccn:r~lissior:. 
Roc·m 30, Crothers Hall 
St~Lford, California 94305 

Gen-;':;lel1len: 

To ujt regret, time limitations r~:':;-G~'ict. to one asp2c-c my cO::1sidered comment 
on -~~:.e CC:-,!Illissi.on f 8 tentative recG.-~nendQ.tions rela-~::"I!.g to /~·ticle V, !IPrivileges lr

, 

of -:...·~1e uniform Rules of ~videnc:e r~ • 

I [in :'.eeply concerned about the pro)osa18 ,lith respect to "ules 22.3, 22.5 and 
23-25, \Thich seem to extencl the t::lecry of' the priv::'2..cc;e or l""ight of a defendant 
that he shall not be called am1 meey not be required to testify in a criminal 
trl:,.l to B. proceeding to determine ,::rH~ther a civil officer should be removed 
fL'c:; office. 

I haC. fairly significant e;q;erience 3.5 a lal,JY~r ir_ connection "hTith problems 
involving the suspension or discDar,1e of public officers ::end employees, at 
all staGes, where there ~vrere resigr::.a.-ciom in anticipation, '.rhere hearings were 
waived by failures to demand, 1fhere '1ea.rings proce2,~.ed on demand or othenrise, 
and '.;ere concluded favorably or uTlfavorably to the of",icer or employee, where 
juC.icial revieH proceedings 1:rere ~lLl:J and vrhere the c,-eciGions initially on 
reVie1! uere revieued by higher cou:«:.3 on appeal or otheI" .. Ti.3e. 

In the course of this rather extensive experience, I not only reviewed many 
of 'ohe decisions and much of the litel"ature "hich ~ las then applicable, but 
I e::aminecl the practical proc·lems presented in nilll1el~OUS 2.spects not only in 
the formal proceedings but in prelJ=a'cion tLerefor. 

I Elust say that I have not studied,lle reported decisions in the last fev 
yeru:s, but I believe that before chen the persuasivecleci3iOlB 1{ere uniform 
thcre the reasons and purposes of thu consti tutioEal ,ero!:i]:.i tions against cODl
peJ~led self incrimination had no n:c:.,lication to public eGployee discharge pro
cee0.ings. 11;ay I add that I stron~ly believe that 'cl:", lOGic of those decisions 
sh"';.lcl reject all proposals to Cl"2'J:ce any privilege 'Chich '.rculd prote2t any 
puclic officer or employee in his office or posit::"c.>:i.l against the consequences 
of ;~is refusal to testify in ano' i,,,oceeding about n::h;ers relevant to his 
<ito.ties or qualifications. 

3urely, it is important beyond nll neasure tilat the confidence of the public 
in i'cG officers and employees not oc avoidably impail'ed. :3crely public con
fiG.2::'lce ':·!ou.ld be impaired if judceG) police officel"'D; teacners, or any other 
officers or employees ,.\Tere to be prctected in their offices or employments, 
despite l'efusals to ans,ler fully ~'o c.ppropriate inq".iriec. 

c c : J uo.ge Hm,ard E. C:-andall 
Judge Leonard A. Diether 

Yours very truly, 

Alan G. Ccc.pbell 
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CGL1HY ell :='08 ilUGELES 

Office Co; :'is-cri'2t ;:~-~u:-':--~--J' 

Los .\.ngele,~ J ~alif * :;0012 

,.o.y 27, 1964 

* * 
Th!2: ::."'clloJing CClLlllents are suh:1it-:~cd 'Jith refere::'12e '-''-' -::;l'.0 eli'vision of 
PriYileges as set forth in the prc.pcsed Evidence ~:~'C.e. 

:3ecticn 947" 

It is submitted that there are occ:.:3ions Ilr..en a d.C:;:'·C:!1l~an-c:; ~:ill tes~i:'y en his 
o,;-.rn -::~ehnlf "but not lIu."'Pon the L:.eri·~::; II of the cr.argc ',l.pon ' . .'llich he is c.eing 
triee.. For exarnple, he may elect. ~~ ,_.' take t:le st3.r..cl an']. te st ify only with 
re:Zere!l.ce to the qUestion of the i":cQ(':; and vollmt2:r~~ i.:D.:~urc of r .. is confession 
or to the facts ,.·:rhieh ~·rould nega-vi\'"(; the right of -:.,~_~c; ~~'eOf,le to produce 
evi(~ ence because of an invQsion 0:':" 1:'.15 ::.~ight s uncle:::: C:Ul'" secll'ch and seizure 
12.." .. ':::·. It is suggested that the li!~~i-·.:.o..ticn of the: pllj:~:"Ge ':1).:::---;on the meritslr 
i.'J '':'00 narrOlT and shculd be ex:r:ancl.c.:C. to cover all ~--'l:.c.seG u~-::on ~\lhich the 
dec,"endant testified in chicf. 

Uni..~.C1.: the practice in i.-:Js ;\l1Gelcs C·..::.unty there are '~It:c:::<.sio!:1S~ "~Then ccurt 
apJYJi:C1teu ccunsel ,,·;rill reqt:.est} 0:_ ':~,~hclf cf hi s c LLe~rl.} ~~l:Clt. a psychiatrist 
or :.·:;~ycho-l:.herapist be appuinted by ··.:.l:e court for hifJ :;.s:::;isiance for presenting 
a C'.2fc:r:se 81' :for the entry of an <Y.",-(~itional plea C .. ' 2·.~eE p:Jssibly for a 
sUGccstion to the court that the COlTi:. entertain? (l'')u·:Jt us to defendant t s 
prc;..;cnt Ga...nity. It is suomi tte{ tL~~';:' G.Dder any of '~~1ose c::'rclffilstances the 
pri,.cile:::;c should E.pply and not be ~~·2stricted becau.se cf tLe court 2.p~ointment. 

The language of l042(a) i.:ldiccd~e:=; ·;~.::lC-,;l .. '.!here privllcLe i;:::. claimed and sustained 
thJ2 i'presiding officer shall make c~'.2h order or £,L:(1.::"~1::'; of fact adverse to the 
publ:i.c euti ty. I' Cur Appeals Sec-.::i..:.:-.... ~ has sucgestecl t.~lat ·i.~l:.is language is 
aLl-bi=u;yus and .3hould be IL:litcd st:"ictly to the re~<,:c·~isn of evidence. It 
r-iclr~ ·,-::e construed to meD.E 2. dc . .<err.:i!-_.::.--:.tion o--:? the CD,:::C i-t~elf by dismissal cf 
-the T'rocecdings ,,·rhicl1 I aru sure lTD,J not the inten;~, c,l t.:-':'C' cClI!IIlis sion. 

·Very t=-'·ll.ly YC,E"'S, 
./ sl J c :~C})l1 T. rCl,..rers 
JOSEP] T. Fe 'l::~:;.S 
:\3Sl..5·~UJ.:-:~ Chic:::' Trial Deputy 
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California Law Revision Commission 
School of La", 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

Attention: John H. DeMoully 

Gentlemen: 

Charles R. lVJartin, President of the City Attorneys' 
Section of the League of C'3.lifornia Cities, appointed a 
committee of seven city attorneys to review the Law Revision 
Commission's tentative recommendations relating to Rules of 
Evidence. 

With the undersigned as chairman, the committee includes: 

Walter N. Anderson, Gardena 
Robert H. Baida, Beverly Hills 
Harry B. Cannon, Coachella 
Glenn A. Forbes, San Leenriro 
John H. Larson, Cudahy 
Henry Shatford, Temple City 

The consensus of the committee is that the recommendations 
generally "dll improve the rules of evidence in California and 
promote proper admir.istration of just ice. In many respects, the 
interest of municipal counsel in eyidence rules is necessarily 
limited to the scope of the usual city attorney's practice. To 
avoid duplication, this report will be confined to comments 
relevant to municipal practice. 

RULES 23, 24. ar.d 25 

We recommend the adoption of Rules 23, 24, and 25 relating 
to the privileges of accused persons, including protection 
against self-incrimination. We consider these revised rules to 
be a SUbstantial imp~ovement over previous ones, and we want to 
compliment the Law Revision Commission for progressively 
clarifying the language in succeeding drafts. 

RULE 26 

Rule 26, the lawyer-client privilege, adequCltely provides 
that a municipality is entitled to claim the privileze. The 
only question concerns a confidential communication made to a 
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city attorney by a public official, As we read the rule, the 
city could claim the pri.vilege and it could be waived by the 
governing body, na!'lely the city ccunciL "he question raised 
is whether the coul'cil could waive the priv::'lege when it would 
be detrimental to a particular employee. F or example, a 
confidential communication !'light be made by a public employee 
in the scope of his offici.al employment, only to find that the 
city council has power to waive the privilege in an action 
against him. !lS to Rule 37, concerning the waiver of privilege, 
we find nothing of c.etriment to municipalities. 

RULES 30, 31, and 3.2 

We generally concur in the cCr:Jmission's recommendations 
as to Rules 30, 31, and 32. In connection vfith proposed Rule 
27.1, it appears that a psy;:;hoanalyst might hear a murder 
confessed to in his office and go into a trial to help another, 
but not in trial of the confessor. This may open a possible 
loophole: confessions to a psychologist being used as a 
contrived defense. 

In proposed Rule 34.2a, entitled "Official Information", 
a privilege is conferred if the disclosure is forbidden by 
Congress or a state law. This committee suggests that muniCipal 
ordinances be added to the section. One area of its application 
would be business license ordinances, where information is 
received on a confidential basis, including statements which 
relate to sales tax, anl' income tax. 

RULES 33. 34, 35, 38, 39, and 40 

Rule 33 pertai.ns to "secret of state" and refers to 
information not- open or theretofore officially disclosed to 
the public involving the j::ublic security or concerning the 
military or naval organization or plans of the United States etc. 
In view of the wor'':.ing of said rule, it would appear to us that 
Rule 33 does not directly cor::c ern the municipal lawyer. 

Rule 34 pertains to official information relating to the 
internal affairs of this state or the U"1ited States acquired by 
a public official of this state or the United States in the 
course of his dd} or transmitted from one such official to 
another in the course of duty. As far as this particular rule 
pertains to the municipal law field, it seems reasonably clear 
that the official inforr:Jation privilege is recognized and 
enforced in California by Section 18815 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure. In view of this, the committee favors adoption of 
Rule 34. 
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Califor:1ia Law Revision Corunis sion Eareh 9, 1964 

A review and analysis of Rule 35 relating to communication 
to grand j"JTY appears to havs no effect whatsoever on the 
practice of law in tne mULicipal :i_aw liele, and it would appear 
that this rule does not dirs~tlv concern the mULicipal lawyer. 

Rules 36 and 39 vmuld apply certain privileges of witnesses 
ana generally re-state existing California law. These two rules 
are supported by the municipal la'wyers. 

It appears that Rule 40 is not a rule of evidence, but is 
a st9.tement of the existing California law, and will remain in 
effect whether Rule 40 is a~optej or not. In the tr ial of 
municipal cases, the Rule will be of considerable benefit to 
municipal counsel. 

The special city attorneys committee has appreciated the 
opportunity to submit corrments to the Law Revision Commission, 
particularly because of the substarctial contribution the 
commission has made in recommending clear and effective legis
lation. If we can be of f'.lrther assistance, do not hesitate 
to call upon us. 

EFT:ph 

YO"Jrs very tr'.lly, 

s/ 
Edwarc F. Taylor, Chairman 
City Attorr.eys' Committee 
::"aT~- Revision Commissi on 
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Memo 64-39 

Office of 
DIS'IRICI I,TTCrtNEY 

Al8JJ1eCia County 

June 1, 1964 

California Law Revision Commission 
Rooll 30, Crothers Hall 
Stanford, California 94305 

Gentlemen: 

lie have reviewed the tentative recommendation on J'.:cticle V (Privilege) and 
or-Iel- commendation and acoord for the general struc'cure and content of the 
rules so proposed. 

lie 'Tould, however, specifically disagree 1{ith proposed Rule 27.3 creating 
a Psychotherapist-Patient Privilege. As the Commission points out the 
general concept of Privilege involves a balancing ol the public interest 
exp,:essed in the Privilege as against the interest of the production of all 
rele',ant and material evidence at "",-ial. The Commission has balanced the 
incerests in this case by deciding chat the expecteC improvement in current 
levels of psychiatric treatment to e'e brought abou'c by a rule of confidentiality 
is of greater public interest than the unhampered production of psychiatric 
evi"clce at criminal trials and COLllui tment proceedinGs. He would question 
whe'oher the actual assistance this :rule would pro'.-!ue to psychiatric treatment 
has Greater social value than a criminal trial which does not arbitrarily 
exclude evidence of the mental state of the defendant. It should be noted 
that there are also proposals coming before the LeGislature to eliminate the 
M'lTaghten rule and institute new rules in this area of "legal insanity. n It 
is obvious that the proposed changes would greatly increase the use and sig
nificance of psychiatric evidence in criminal trials. Is it wise to change 
the trial structure by the addition of a rule of arbitrary exclusion of 
pre','iously admissible psychiatric evidence while simultaneously changing the 
same trial structure to give much greater recognition ant, significance to 
psychiatric evidence? 

The proposed rule would not operate to improve the ~uality of psychiatry as 
it relates to evidence offered in criminal proceed::':lGs. As a practical matter 
the psychiatrist enters the arena of the criminal 'crial af'i;er his "patient" is 
already a defendant or has been arrested. His impact on 'che trial is in the 
capacity of an expert diagnostician and not in his ability to treat a mental 
illness. A reliable diagnosis surely does not re~uire that peculiar rapport 
8ai6, to be necessary for successful treatment. vie l""'ie recently had a 
situation in this county where the psychotherapist ',:e.s physically assaulted 
by a homicide suspect he was examining. This manifes'" lack of rapport did 
no'" prevent the expert from diagnoGing a severe meneal illness. It appears 
then that the proposed rule does not serve to enhance the diagnostic function 
of psychiatry or to alter the nature of the psychiah-ic evidence used in 
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criminal trials. Additianally, it '_~ces nat appear ~chat the prapased rule 
~;l.i.ll :':.'LprovE J?sychia~ric treatlT.er-.:G o-.i criminal offel1uers. Fhen a man is on 
trial as a murderer ar a rapist ar a sex pervert and evidence is being 
ir.-;;:i.>cduced as to. such conduct it seems ludicraus to. excluC.e evidence as to 
his mental state with the idea in mind af protectinG his pa·;;ential 
psychiatric treatment by assuring him that his "inne:i.~mast secrets" will nat 
be 2ublicly revealed. The praposed rule does not help in the invaluntary 
cOlirClitment situation either, inasmuch as rapport is non-existent by 
definition ",·hen the treatment is forced on the patient. By a pracess af 
eliDinatian then the social justification for the proposed rule wauld seem 
to be in the potential benefit to cl~ychiatric patients ather than thase 
already discussed. The number of -C:1ese persons is apen to questian in at 
leas·" ane regard in that their chief characteristic is tha-c they do. not 
rep or".; to psychiatrists for treatment. Ilhen it is al~c1.itianally seen that 
these patential patients are of a lcOsser arder in -0:,0 sense that they are 
nat invalved in known overt criminal behavior or to be so seriously dis
turbed as to require forcible C0.tlllni:cment, the pubLc interest being promoted 
by the proposed rule ,wuld seem to ·oe less significen-c than the interest in 
a cOLlplete criminal trial. 

Psychiatric evidence is used in crir.linal trials and "·e12;ce0. praceedings in 
the following instances; 

1. Legal insanity. (Penal Code Sec. 1026 et seq.) The plea of nat guilty 
'uy reasan af insanity requirinG a bifurcated trial. 

2. Present sanity. (Penal Code :"oc. 1368 et seq.) 

3. :;-cate af mind as it effects resllonsibility. Tllis is the type of evidence 
admitted under the cancept af ~c;1e ilells-Gorshen cases, chiefly in homicide 
·"rials. Evidence such as that admitted in Peo. v. Jones in 288 cases 
is also included. 

4. ~vidence admitted in tile people's case in chief. (For example, the 
psychiatric evidence in Peo. v. Nash, 52 Cal. 2nd 36.) This wauld 
include direct evidence in penc.lty phase prosecutians under Penal Cade 
:;ec. 190.1. 

5. Fast conviction praceedings. 
is a Mentally Disordered Sex 
ally for prabation reports. 

'1'0. determine whether or not the defendant 
Offender, or a Narcotic Addict and occasion-

The proposed rule would clearly eliwnate category 1:_, "hich relates to evidence 
which would be offered by the prosecution. Category 1, the plea of nat guilty 
by reason af insanity, would seem -co. have no evidenoiary restrictions. There 
may be a problem if it is deemed ·c11"t the court-appoiDted psychiatrist is the 
only one allowed to testify over a claim of privileGe. The frequency af dis
agl'ceruent in psychiatric testirJony rmes tile availability of expert testimony 
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ver'J important. Categories 2 and 5 pose some proble~s. In each instance 
·cLe C0urt initiates "the for!!l.02- ';;3J;'2:.iatl'ic L1quL:Y4 Und.er the proposed 
rule there is no privilege where, " . . . an issue concerning the mental 
0:': e::ot:'.onal cond! tion of the patient has been tenc1ci'ed (i) by the patient. 
• • ." There is thus the possibility that no evi(~e:1ce other than that 
pro':ic1ed by the court-appointed psychiatrist would be admitted inasmuch as 
the "issue" has been "tendered" by the court rather than the patient. This 
"ould be an unsatisfactory situation. In many instances the issues raised 
in -""eSe situations are more adequately explored 1Then psychiatrists 
previously obtained by the prosecution and the defense add their knowledge 
to that provided by the court-appoin-;;ed expert. '1'he remaining category 
deals uith situations where the eviccence is offered oy the defense which 
of course "ould not be excluded. The Commission apparen-Gly contemplates 
that here there "'ould be no privilege. In the comment it is stated" • 
the privilege is not available to a defendant who puts his mental or 
emotional condition in issue, as, for example, by a plea of insanity or 
diminished responsibility." There is, of course, no plea of diminished 
responsibility. One could hope of course that the rule 1muld be interpreted 
to allow the prosecution rebuttal evidence in this situation. The present 
situ.ation, in reference to trial cou;:t and appella-i;e court practice, is not 
such that the prosecution can expect a liberal intelllretation of statutes 
which are created to protect the po~ition of the ~_efQndant, as this statute 
ul-timately does. The point to be considered then, io that the proposed 
rule ITould hamper the introduction of relevant evidence on these issues. 
If the answer is that the rule does permit such tes-cimony, "by have the 
rule at all? 

There is an implicit discrimination in the proposec'_ rule between the defense 
anC_ prosecution. The operation of -;;he rule is such that it does not prevent 
the introduction of any psychiatric evidence desirec'_ by the defense. '!he 
public interest in the right of the defendant to offer all evidence in his 
ber..alf is held to be greater than the potential if.'_pnc-G on psychiatry by the 
destl'uction of confidentiality. 'fhe Commission in(.icates that the public 
interest in an identical prosecution position is not as great, stating, 
"The amount of good socie-GY might derive from obtaining a certa:l.n number of 
additional convictions by the help of the psychiatrist's testimony would 
almost certainly be out"eighed by the harm done in ccestroying the confiden
tiali"~J' of the psychiatrist-patien-<; relationship. Punishment is not that 
much ",ore important than therapy." 

InEially it may be observed that the evidence tha-" psychiatry needs this 
rule to improve its treatment of patients should be very strong to justify 
a change in our traditional trial structure of permitting each side to 
present all credible, relevant, and material evidence. Society is surely 
in-cQrested in the problem of the mentally ill criminal offender, and the 
failure to convict, and thus bring under control, such a person is a serious 
sii;uation. Punishment is not the only end of conviction and it is naive to 
believe that the mentally ill cricinal offender will receive therapy if not 
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convicted. There is a go eO. deal of :~arm to societe' he", ':;his failure to 
con'~-ict. He are not convinced that psychia-'~ric -Lr;:;o."cJlen"c in this State 
is so ineffective that it neec.s this extension of ·,he current rules of 
privilege at the expense of the cl'ininal trial stn.ctcll"e and the lack of 
"aCi.di-cional convictions" of these criminal offendel's '.rho constitute one 
of our most serious social problelilS. 

Than): you for this opportunity to comment on the recommenda°oion. 

DW:,~vm 

\'ery truly YOUl'S, 

J. F. C 0AKI..l!."'Y 
District AttOl"lley 

By sl 
D. Lowell Jensen 
Deputy District f~torney 
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DIVISION 'J. PRIVILEGES 

CI:AFTER 1. D3FINITIONS 

900. Application of definitions. 

900. Unless the provision 0" con,;ext othenrLc requires, 

t.he tefini tions in this cha:;r-:er GO. :~'~~n the cons t;r"J.c ~ :..on of ,~his division. 

901. Civil proceeding. 

901. "Civil proceeding" means sny proceeding c;:cept a criminal 

proceeding. 

902. Cr-iminal proceeding. 

>02. "Criminal proceedin3 11 f.:2c'ns: 

(D.) I~ criminal action; and 

(1;) t, proceeding pursuant to !'.:t"cicle 3 (ccn:.mencins uHh Section 

3060) of Chapter 7 of Division 4 of '_'i-cle 1 of the Govcrru:,ent Ccde to 

deter, 'inc uhether a public officer si]culd be r<:movec1 ;;CCI:l office for 

wilrl'.l O~· corrupt misconduct in oi.'fic2. 

903. Disciplinary proceeding. 

S'03. "Disciplinary proceedin:;" means a procee6,ing be' ought by a. 

puhlic entity to determine whether a right, authorLy, license, or privi

leGe (including the right or priviJ.2c;e 'to 'te employce, by ;he public entity 

or to ;1010. a public officc) should 'co r2voked, 9USpCL(~eC" teroinated, 

limi'cccc, or conditioned, but dCCG no, include a crimi''lnl pj;'occeding. 
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504. 11Presiding officer 11 r;.en~l:J -t.he person au'::'horizecl -~o rule on a 

claL, of privilege in the proceeC,ii:~: in "'hich "the cb,im is made, 

905" Proceeding. 

905. "Proceeding" means any action, hearing, investigation, inquest, 

or inquiry (",hether conducted by a court, administl'ative agency, hearing 

ofZicer, arbitrator, legislative bo~y, or any other person authorized by 

la1T~o do so) in which, pursuant to la",) testimony can be compelled to be 

given. 

CRAFTER 2. APPLICABILITY OF DIVIS:CI'; 

910. Applicability of division. 

5:10. Except as othe:nlise pro\'iC,ed by statute "he provisions of this 

division apply in all proceedi::tgs. 

CRAFTER 3. GENERAL PROVISIONS RElATING TO PRIVILEGES 

911, General rule as to privile,,\eG , 

)11. Except as othenrise provided cy statute: 

(a) No person has a privileGe to refuse to be Go -,ri-cncss. 
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(b) No person has a privilege to refuse to c.:!.scloSG 9.11Y matter or 

to refuse to produce any ,;riting, o~,jcct, cr other thing. 

(c) No person has a privileGe that another shall not be a witness or 

shall not disclose any matter or G1:a:'l not produce iLlY ' .. TiCing, obj<cct, or 
o·c;:cr thine. 

9l2. ~}ai ver o:f privilege. 

::12. (a) Except as other>risc provided in this sec·tion, the right of 

a1J" :;erson to claim a privilege provided by Section 954 (lr.wyer-client 

pri· .. ilege), S80 (privilege for confil~.;:;ntial n:arital cClilLlun~cat1ons), 994 (pbysi

ci,m-patient privil8gc), 1014 (psychotherapist-patic", privilege), 1033 (privi-

lege of penitent), or 1034 (privilec;e of clergyI::an) is vaived ,rith respect to a 

cOl'"..!.mnication protected by such pri·;ilege if B..'1y hol<'.or of tlle privilege, without 

coercion, has disclosed a significant part of the cOlJJllunication or has 

consented to such disclosure made ll~r anyone. COnS0il'G to disclosure is 

manifested by a failure to c1ain the privilege in any proceeding in which 

a holder of the privilege has the legal standing anc. oPpor"ounity to claim 

the privilege or by any other ,rords or conduct of a holc,er of the privilege 

im·.ica·cing his consent to the disclosure. 

(b) Hhere two or more persons are the holders of a privilege provided 

by ';c ction 954 (lawyer-client privilege), 980 (privilege foc· confidential 

mariGal con:mun1cations), 99!, (physician-patien~ privilege), or 1014 

(psychotherapist-patiem; privilege), the privilege "ith respect to a 

corwunication is not waived by a ro.rticular holder 07 the privilege unless 

he 01' a person with his consent ,laivos the privileG8 in a !T.2.1Uler provided 

in subdivision (a), even though another holder of tl1e privilege or another 

person ,·,ith the consent of such other holder has "aived the right to claim 

the privilege with respect to such communication. 
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(c) A disclosure that is itself privileged under this divis10a !s 

not a 'laiver of any privilege. 

(d) A disclosure in confidence of a con:munic2;c·:ion that is protected 

by 8. privilege provided by Section 954 (la'_'Yer -CliCiC G privilege), 994 

(physician-patient privilege), or 1014 (psychother:1pis-c-p:1tient privilege), 

when such disclosure is reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of the 

purpose for which the lawyer, physician, or psychotherapist "ras consulted, 

is nO'G a waiver of the privilege. 

913. Ccnment cn, and inferences free, exercise of privilege. 

913. (a) Subject to subdivisions (b) and (c): 

(1) If a privilege is exercise,1 not to testif';)' uith respect to any 

ma-~'~er, or to refuse to disclose or to prevent another from disclosing any 

rna.-"'~cr, the presiding officer and counsel reay not cOll!l!lent thereon, no 

presur.Iption shall arise with respect to the exercise of the privilege, and 

the -orier of fact may not draw any inference therefrom as to the credibility 

of -c:,e ~litness or as to any n:atter a-to issue in the proceeding. 

(2) The judge, at the request of a party who nay be adversely affected 

because an unfavorable inference =:l be drawn by ~he jury because a privilege 

has ;,een exercised, shall instruct -ohe jury that no presumption arises with 

respect to the exercise of the privilege and that the ,jury may not draw 

any inference therefrom as to the credibility of the "itness or as to any 

matter at issue in the proceeding. 

(t) In a criminal proceeding, whether the defer.uant testifies or not, 

his failure to explain or to deny '0,.' his testimony any eviCience or facts in 

the case against him may be ccrunented upon by the jt!dgc and by counsel and 

may De considered b;:r the judge or Ci·.e jury. 
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(c) In a civil proceeding, the failure of a persen to explain or to 

deny by his testimony any evide,,-cc or facts in the case against him may 

be cCIl'lnented upon by the presidinG officer and by counsel and may be 

conn ide red b:T the trier of fact. 

914. Determination of claim of privilege. 

914. (a) Hhether or not a pri':ilege exists G:1811 ~)e determined in 

accordance "i th Section 915 and -':.r~"icle 2 (cc=enc~E:; '.Tith Section 400) of 

Chapter 4 of Division 3. 

(b) No person may be held in contempt for failcTc to disclose informa

tion claimed to be privileged unless a judge previously bas determined that 

the information sought to be disclosed is not privileged. This subdivision 

deee not apply to any governmental agency that has constitutional contempt 

p01Jcr, nor does it impliedly repeal Chapter 4 (collIf.lcncing lli th Section 9400) 

of Pm't 1 of Division 2 of Title 2 of the Goverrunen" Code. 

915, Disclosure of privileged information in rulin:; on claim of privilege. 

S'l5. (a) Subject to subdivision (b), the preGictinG officer may not 

re'luire disclosure of information claimed to be privileeed under this 

diviGion in order to rule on the claim of privileGe. 

(b) Hhen a judge is ruling on a claim of pri-dlcc;e under Article 9 

(collilllencing with Section 1:)40) of' CLupter ~ (official i!licn:ation and identity 

of :enfOl'mer) or under Section 1060 (-,:cade secret) Cl" unclel' Secticn 1072 (ne\rs

men I s privilege) and is unable to l'ule on the claim ld -,hout requiring disclosure 

of t,lC inforn:ation claimed to be ;orivileged,the juc.ce =y require_ the person frcm 

WhOl" disclosure is sought or the person entitled to claim the privilege, or 

bOt'l, to disclose the information in chambers ot:.t of -cl:c presence and hearing 
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of all persons except the person endtled to cla:LCl Ule privilege and such 

other persons as the person ent i tlc", to claim the )l'ivilec;e is willing to 

hm'8 present. If the judg2 determines ".;hatthe infor~13:,ion is privileged, 

neL;l1cr he nor any other perscn !~.9.:' ever disclose, '.Iithcut the consent of 

th2 person entitled to claim t.he pri','ilege, what uas cl.isclosed in the C01J.I'se 

of "::l1e proceedings in chambers. 

916. &c1usion of pri'!ileged ini'orl".at.ion .,here perso;l~ authorized to claim 
~ivilege are not present. 

916. (0..) The przsidinC officer ,en his O\o.lU not::"c-n cr cn the maticn of ::lIlY 

];C1r",y, shall cxclur\e infcrr..aticn tbct. is subject tc " claio cf rrivilcgc 

unciel' this division if: 
(1) The person from .Ihcm the information is SOUGht is not a person 

au"<;horized to claim the privileGe; and 

(2) There is no party to the proceeding who is a person authorized to 

claihl the privilege. 

(b) The presiding officer ,::cay not exclude infoI'1l!ation under this section 

if: 

(1) There is no person enti"::lcd to claim the :;rivilE[le in existence; 

or 

{2} He is otherwise instructcc, by a person authori zed to permit dis-

clo.GlJ.re. 

917. Confidential communications: burden of proo~. 

917. lfuenever a privilege is claimed on the c;round::hat the matter 

soucht to be disclosed is a co=unication made in co;;:[idence in the course 

of the la;ryer-client, physician-p8;i;:'.ent, psychothe:rcc:.,is"'o-patient, or husband-

wife relationship, the communication is pres\llned tc 112':r.= ~-.Iee~ ~ade in 
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confidence and the opponent of the claim of privilc::;c has -I;he burden 

of proof to establish that the cCEIilunication was not confidential. 

91;:). }~ffect, of erY'or in overrulin, ': claim of pri vilec;e. 

S18. A party =y predicate error on a rulinG ilisallmring a claim of 

prLileGe only if he is the holder of the privileGe, except that a party 

may predicate error on a ruling disallowing a claim of privilege by his 

spol:se u:1der Section 970 or 971. 

919. Admissibility .,;here disclosure vrongfu11y c01q;e11e(1. 

919. Evidence of a statement or other disclosure is inadmissible 

against a holder of the privilege if: 

(a) A person entitled to claim -::he privilege claimed it but neverthe

lece disclosure >Trongfully ,'/as rc;quired to be made; or 

(b) 'I'he presiding officer fa ilo a, to comply "i'v\1 cicc'Cion 916. 

92.0. Other statutes not impliedly repealed. 

920. Nothing in this division Ghall be conscruC'c_ '00 repeal by 

implication any other statute rela-GinG to privileces. 

CF.AFTER 4. PARTICULAR PRIVILEGES 

l~ticle 1. Privilege of Defendant in Criminal ProceeQing 
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930. Privilege not to be called as a witness 8Jld '10'" -Go 'oe~tif:y. 

930. (a) A defendant in a cc'i::-,inal Ilroceedi,':'; bas a privilege not 

to be called as a 1-,fitness and no"'c -L·G t.estify. 

(b) A defendant in a crirc,ina2. ,lroceeding r,as LO privilege under this 

section ·~o refuse, when ordered by tlw jl:.dge, to su1:nit his rJcty to exam-

inatfon or to do any act in the preseClcc of the judge o"~he trier of fact, 

except 'GO :;:efuse to testify. 

Article 2. Privilege t.[lainst Self-Incrimination 

940. Definition of incrimination. 

940. (a) A matter will incriJuinate a person uithin the meaning of 

this article if it: 

(1) Constitutes an element of a crime under 'Glle lav of this State 

or ';;he United States; or 

(2) Is a circumstance which ',ri'Gh other circumstances ,'ould be a basis 

for a reasonable inference of the corrmission of such a crime; or 

(3) Is a clue to the discovery of a reatter thc.~ is ui'\;h1n paragraph 

(b) Notwithst8Jlding subdivil;;on (a)} a Il'.atter "ill not incrilninate 

a person if he has become permanen'cly iEmune from conviction for the crime. 

(c) In determining 'fhether a ::w.-icter is incrimina'~ing, other matters 

in e"iidence or disclosed in argumel'lv, the implica"eions of ehe question, 

the sec'Ging in which it is asked, 'ohe applicable sta'Gu'ce of lilnitations, 

ane'. all other relevan~ factcrc shall 0C taken into consideration. 
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941. Privilege against self-incl,i2;l:'rw:ci,on. 

941. Except as :provi('.ed. in -:';~L~S article, ever:: nD.tUJ..~2.1 :r-erson has 

a privilege to refuse to aisclose 3,:1;; rr.at~oer.:ha':; ,,,LeI i'lCrL'llina:e him if 

he claims the privilege. 

942. Excep'Cion: Submitting 'co examir;ation. 

942. No person has a privileGe under chis ar:ic2.e co refuse to 

SUbEi ~ ':0 examina-tion for ~·he Plu""pc3e of discoverinG or recording his 

C01')Oral feacures and o'L:her idencifying charac'ceris ,iC6 or his physical 

or men'cal condition. 

9!~·J. Excepdon: Demonstrating idcn~ifying charac ceris-Gics. 

c S,43. No person has a privileJe under this arcicle to refuse to 

demonstrate his identifying charac',eristics, such as, for example, his 

hanC.1TrHing, the sound of his voice and manner of speakillG, or his 

manner of walking or running. 

944. Exception: Samples of body fluids or substances. 

944. No person has a privileGe under this ar'cicle '1;0 refuse to 

furnish or permit the taking of sa."1ples of body fluie"is or substances for 

analysis. 

945. Exc ep'c ion : Production of 'ching to \,hich ano'i;her has superior right. 

945. No person has a priYilec;e under this aLicle 'GO :,efuse to 

procluce for use as evidence or o·cl"".'lrise a "ritinG, c,,~ectJ 01' other thing 

c uildel' ;,is control ccnstitutit:!g, correaL 'ling, or disclos~i1G '''2.-G·oer incriminating 

hiz if llCKe other person (includinc; "he United StateG Ol' a lJUblic entity) mms 

or l!<J.s D. 3uperior right to the p03Gc.Jsicn of the- Fl'i-~illG; o"'.:Jject, or thi~ 

to be produced. 
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produce for use as evidence or o-c.hcJ:. ..... ~ise any record requil~'3d by la1V' to 

be ~:e})t and to 'be open to inspec"cio:1. for ,,~he purpose of aic!.ing or 

facilitating the supervision or reGulation by a puolic en'cH:r of an 

office, occupa,ion, profession, or calling .. Then such proc1uc'cion is 

recct::i:'ed in the aid of such supcrviDion 01' regulation, 

947, I:xcepticn: Cross-exa'1linacion of criminal defcndan'c, 

947, Subject to the li.'llitacions of Chap':er 6 (ccrr.n:encing with Section 

780) of Division 6, a defendan~c in a criminal proceeding "ho testifies 

in ,:110.';; proceeding upon the merHs 'Lefore the triel' of fac c may be 

cl'o~s-examined as to all Il2a.ocers aoou:;: l~hich he I,as e::amined in chief, 

94D. Exceptio:l: 11ai ver by perSOll o-c:her than crir.linal defendam, 

948. Except fo:;:' -'cue d~fendan'~ in a criminal rrcceedinG, a person 

t1'ho" ,:ri'~hou'G having clail::cd '~he rTi~,-ilege under '~his ar";icle, testifies 

in a proceeding befol~e the trier of :fact~ with respect to :l rr.atter does 

no'\; ,lave a privilege under ".ohis ar:,:!.cle to re:use ::0 (~.isclose in such 

proceeding anything relevaDtcoi;l1,," ma1:te1' • 

. ~ .. ~):J. rllwlYcrll defined. 

550. J~s used in this nr"t.iclc) t'lalTyer 1
' 1!ieD.~12 c. :?c:rGcn o.uthcrized, or 

:ceasonably believed by the client to ce autherized, to practice la>r in any 

ctate or nation, 
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951. "Client" defined. 

c 
C in:1 udinr; 'che Uni tcd. St::l'tes &''1(e c. ~,ublic enti t;,' ) ,,,at , 
directly or through an authorized "'elJresentative, conBultG a la,.,yer for 

thG purpose of retaini21g the lmlYer or securing legal ser'-ic8 or advice 

fre"! him i21 his professional capaci"y, and includ'~G an incOh'1petent; (a) 

who himself so consults the ImlYec: cr (b) ,.,hoae guardian or conservator 

so consults the 2.a'lYer in behalf o:::'he inccmpetem;. 

952. '1Con:f:.dential ccrr.munica'cion '~etween client m::.~_ l;J.';Tye:cl! defined. 

952. As used in this article, "confidential Co""'cunication oet".,een 

client and lawyer" mea.llS inforn:atio:'1 transmitted be-:.;~~2cn a client and 

, 
'", his lal'lYer in the course of ';ha'," rclat ionship a..'1d ~~l coni'io,ence by a 

means 'fhich, so far as the client is aware, discloc,~" '~DC L1formation to 

c no ·~l::..ird persons other than those l:~l:o are present "0 fUl",~21c:r the interest 

of '~he client in the consultatio:l 01' '~~10se reasonac-ly necessary for the 

tr=smission of the infoTloation or ':,;,e acccmplislmen': ef ch" pt;rpose for 

which 'che lawyer is consulted, anc1 includes advice ::;i',-en by the la'lYer 

in ~he course of that relationship, 

953. "HoH,er of the pri vile~" defineu. 

953. As used in this article, "holder of tho privileGe" means: 

Ca) The client "hen he is c:mpetent. 

incolJpetent. 

(c) The personal represents.cive of the eliene
; L' the client is dead. 

(d) A successor, assic;n, -crn,,'cc in c.iesolution 'Jr any sim::.lar 

c representative of a firm, associa"'cicn, organizatiol"l, Te.:c~-ci1crship, business 

trus':;, or corporat~on C including c. ~;Eblic entity) 'c:",:c i~ no lenger in 

existence. -810-
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951:.. I.avyer-cliellt pri vile;o;e. 

954. Subject to Sec-:oion 912 cl~d except as othe!'1lise provided in this 

arcicle, the cl;,en'c, ·,;,j:ether or C10';~ a party, has a privileGe to refuse to 

disclose, and to preven"c arother from discloSing, a confidential communica-

tion bet-\~een client and la1.-lyeX" if '~:le privilege is clairr:cc'. by: 

(a) 1'he holCier of the :?ri vilc:;e; 

(b) ,0, person '-Iho is authoriz,,,, "co claim the privilege "y the holder 

oJ:."' ";:'he privilege; or 

(c) 1'he rersoD '-Iho ",as the> lW.iJ'er at the time of tl:e confidential 

CCIcLlunication, but such ~erson ma~r ~10-:', claim "t.he p:i~'-:LleGe if there is no 

hol~:,.er of 'the pri~:'ilege in I3zL::tenc'3 or if ~e is oth2T-,Tise instructed by 

a 11erson authorized to ~'2:::1.1it disc2.o.3ure. 

955. "hen la"/yer required to claim privilege. 

955. 1'he lawyer "ho l'ecei' . .'20. or made a ccmmw:;.ication subject to the 

pri-'~ileGe under this article shall. claim -~he privilc:.:;e i-lhenever he is 

prcGcn'c "'hen the cOIllIIJ-,nication is GO'J.e;h'c to be 6.isclosed and is authorized 

to claim the privilege undel- succ'-ivision (c) of Section 5·51~. 

956. fu:ception: Crime or fraud. 

556. There is no prhHEGe unc.er this article :.f the services of the 

lauyer 1'Iere sought or obta:cnec '~0 8l1a ble or aid 8.i1:,cclce ':;0 cClIllli t or plan 
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957. Exception: Parties c1ai!dnL~ -,,!',rough deceased c' ien-". 

>'570 There "loS no pri"7ilege WJ.d.er this articl2 as to a communication 

rel evant to an issue betl{een :pa~'-~ ieG all (,f 'VTllcm cls.ir::. through a deceased 

succession. or b~l in'c.2Y' \::;:i05 tr.:::w:: s ~c t i en .. 

958, l:Eception. BreD.en of duty a:c:",sing out of l.a1,l7lc:r-client re:'ationship. 

rele-:.~an'(. to en issue 01' b::"ep .. ·.:n ... by -'c~le J a\/ycr or by the client, of a duty 

959. r;;,ceptj Oll: 

executing an attested. r'j;~ctuneLt) 0::' co.:..-nce.!."J::l.:1.ng the e~~ccution O~ attestatiOll 

960. Excepti.on; Ir,tention of decca"ed ciient conct,rninc; lI:riting affecti11g 
E",orerty _i_.':xt::r"~.:. 

960. 'I'here is no pri,rilege .... 'nter thj.s u1:"-ti.".18 as to a cOlIiillunication 

!"e2.cvant to an issue 2.QnCernj.Lg eLf" j n~eLtlon of z. ueceased cliAn+:· i"ith 
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relevant to an issue concerning tile 'falidi ty of a {,eec~ of conveyance, will, 

or o·~l:.er writing, €!xec-:lted by a. no\r cleceased clien-~, purporting to affect 

an interest in property. 

9624 H'xception: Communication of ~)hysicia..l'l. 

962. ~bere is no privilege under this article ~s to a communication 

beoucen a physician and a client '"ho consults the physicia!l or sul:,mits to 

an co:amination by the physician fOi' 'he purpose of ceCUXli1(l; a diagnosis or 

preven"oive, palliative, or curati"ic treatment of hi~ physical or mental 

conceition if the communication, including information o"btained by an 

e):amination of the clicnt, is not l'l'ivileged lL."lder }..l'ticle 6 (comn:encing 

witil Scction 990). 

963. Exception: C=unication to psychotherapist. 

963. There is no privilege unQer this article :'8 to a cOlLII1unication 

be"olfccn a psychotherapist am'. a client '"'ho consul"'~s tll,~ p~ychotherapist 

or .suhmits .. ~O ~""1 examinatiorl by the ~)sycho",:.herapis·~ :;?Ol~ the purpose of 

securing a diagnosis 01' prevel1ti~/e, ralliative, or cu:~ativc treatment 

of ~lis mental or emotional cono.itior:. :;'f the ccmrnu...'1ic[r~:!.or:, including 

information obtained Q-<J 8..."1 examii.1o:c.icn of che clien..;, is not, privileged 

under Article 7 (coremencing 1fith ]cction 1010). 

964. Exception: Joint clients. 

964. Hhere two Ol' more clients have retained or consulted a lawyer 

upon a matter of cemmon inoGerest, none of them may claim a privilege 

uuctcr this article as to a c01LIllunicD.·~ion made in the course of that 

rela-;"ionship 'l:lhen such CClInUYlicat::on is offered iT! c. civ'il proceeding 

be"~'.leen such clients. 
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Article 4. Privilege Not to Testify Against Spouse 

970. Privilege not to testify against spouse. 

970. Except as provided in Sections 972 and 973, a married person has 

a privilege not to testif,. against h;.s spouse in any proceeding. 

971. Privilege not to be called as a witness against spouse. 

971. Except as provided in Sections 972 and 9'73, a maL'ried person 

whose spouse is a party to a proceeding has a privi12ge not to be called as 

a witness by an adverse party to that proceeding without the prior express 

consent of the spouse having the privilege under this section. 

c 972. When priv:llege not applicable. 

97" <-. A married person dOeS not have a privilege under this article in: 

(a) A proceeding to commit or otherwise place his spouse or his 

property, or both, under the control of another because of his alleged 

mental or physical condition. 

(b) A proceeding brought by or on tehalf of a spouse to establish 

hi s competence. 

(c) A proceeding under the Juvenile Court Law, Chapter 2 (commencing 

with Section 500) of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Helfare and Institutions 

Code. 

(d) A criminal proceeding in which one spouse is charged with: 

(1) A crime against the person or property of the other spouse or of 

a child of either, whether corrmi tted before or during marrIage. 

c· (2) A crime against the person or property of a thira person committed 

in the course of committing 2. crime against. the person or pr0perty of the 

-814-
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(3) BigamJ 0:' a'iulter.y. 

(4) A crime defined by Section 270 or 270a of the Penal Code. 

,973. Waiver of privilege. 

973. (a) Unless wrongt'u'.l~' compelled to do so, a married pe!'son who 

against his spouse in a:::lY ;troee·~.j.ing .. does net ~aV2 a. privil,=,ge under t11:'S 

artic.Le in the rrOC2e2.~ng in 'ivh:;"ch such testimony is given. 

(b) There is no y,:lvilege under th:s article L1 a civil proceeding 

brought or defend2d bJ' H. marzied perBon for t!Je immediate benefit of his 

spouse OJ:' of hin'self "nd hi s spouse 

c 
Article 5. Privi:"egt:: for Confide:1tiaJ. Marital Communications 

980. Privilege for co~fide::twl marital cQmaunicatione:.:, 

980. Subject to S",~tion 91'''' and except »s oth:>:'"11ise provideo. in -chi·.' 

article, a. sIlouE·e (or bis g';.8:;.:'diarl ox' conservato:-.::' when he is incompetent).~ 

whether or not e. part:', has a PI'j vi.12[;e dl~ci'lg th8 ;na!'ital relationsilip 

and afterwards to refuse to ,'.isc::'ose, 8.nd to pr;v2nt anoth~r from disclosing, 

a ..:!oITI.mu:Jication if he ci.c-im3 t:l~ priv l':~g'.' .snd t:t.e communication 'W&.s made 

in cO!'i..:fidence bct""'~!en hi:-·.: 3.r-d. the ot.h~r r;(l(lu,;e while they were husband and. 

·"ife. 

981. Exceptiou: C'ri:':~ or fraucl. 

c 981. There is no p~'i'Liege wJder this article if the communication was 

made, in -whole or in p&rt, to eClable or aid. anyone to ~omnit or plan to 

cO:'1!IIli t a crime or to perpetrate or plan -Co perpetrate a fraud. 
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982. Exception: Commitment or simIlar proceeding. 

982. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding to 

commit either spouse or otherwise place him or his property, or both, under 

the control of another because of his alleged mental or physical condition. 

983. Exception: Proceedi~f?s to establish competence. 

983. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding brought 

by or on behalf of either spouse in which the spouse seeks to establish his 

competence. 

984. Exception: Proceeding bet',feen spouses. 

984. There is no privilege under this article in: 

(a) A proceeding by one spouse against the other spouse. 

(b) A proceeding against a surviving spouse by D. per sen who claims 

throv.[lh the deceased spouse, re'!::;arcUGss of whether such claim is by testate 

or intestate succession or by intel" ~livos transacticn. 

985. Exception: Certain cri.!ninal pl'oceedings. 

985. There is no privilege under this article in a criminal proceeding 

in which one spouse is charged lli tb: 

(a) A crime against the person or property of the other spouse or of 

a child of either. 

(b) A cri.!ne against the person or property of a third person committed 

in the course of committing a crime against the person or property of the 

other spouse. 

( c) Bigamy or adultery. 

(d) A crime defined b:' Section 270 or 270a of the Penal Code. 
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986. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding under 

the Juvenile Court Law, Chapter 2 (corr~encing with Section 500) of Part 1 

of Division 2 of the Velfare and Institutions Code. 

987. Communication offered by spouse who is crimin~l defendant. 

987. There is no p!'\vilege under thi'i; article in a criminal proceed-

ing in which the communicatio~ is offered in evidence by a defendant who 

is one of the spouses betw(OeL whom the comr,uni ~ati.on liaS made. 

Article 6. Phys~cian-Patient Privilege 

990. As used in t'Jis article, . "i:YGicisn" means a person authol'lzed, 

or reasonably believed by the patient to be authorized, to practice medicine 

in any state or nation. 

991 . "Patient" defined. 

991. As used in this article, ":ratient" means a person who consults 

a physician or submits to an examination by a phYSician for the purpose of 

securing a diagnosis or pre'Tentive, palliative, or curative treatment of 

his·jcc.l or mental condition. 

992. "Confidential communication between patient and physican" defined. 

992. As used in this article, "confidential con:municatio~ "ot.ween 

patient and p.byslci(l!l" means L1forrr.ation, including information obtained 

by an examination of the patient, transmitted. between a patient and his 

physician in the course of that ,·elations'.1ip and in com"idence by a means 

which, so far as the patient is aware, discloses the information to DO 
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third persons other than those who are present to further the interest of 

the patient in the consultation or those reasonably necessary for the trans-

mission of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose for which 

the physician is consulted, and includes advice given by the physician in 

the course of that relationship. 

993 . "Holder of the privilege" defined. 

993. As used in thi.s article, "holder of the privilege" means: 

(a) The patient when he is competent. 

(b) A guardian or conservator of the patient when the patient is 

incompetent. 

(c) The personal representative of the patient if the patient is dead. 

994. Physic1aD-~atient privilege. 

994. Subject to Section 912 and except as othen.ise provided in this 

article, the patient, whether or not a party, has a privilege to refuse to 

disclose, and to prevent aDother from disclosing, a confidential communica-

tion between patient and physiCian if the pl'ivilege is claimed by: 

(a) The holder of the privilege; 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the holder 

of the privilege; or 

(c) The person who was the physiCian at the time of the confidential 

communication, but such person may not claim the privilege if there is no 

holder of the privilege in existence or if he is otherwise instructed by a 

person authorized to permit disclosure. 
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995. The physician who r"ceiv~a or made a cOlll!llU!lication subject to 

the privilege under this article shall claim the privilege whenever he is 

present when the communication is scught to be disclosed and is authorized 

to claim t:1e privilege under subcCivision (c) of Section 994. 

996. Exception: Patient-lItigant exception. 

995. E~ere is no privilege under this article in a proceeding in 

whie:, an issue concerning the conditic1 of the l'atiecc':; -.'as ,)coen tendered by: 

(a) The l'atient; 

(b) hny party claiming through 02' under the pa-clont; 

(c) Any party claiming QS a beneficiary of the Jat ien" -"hrough a con

trac'~ to l1hich the patient is or was a party; or 

(n The plaintiff in an acticrr -,::ought =der Sectien 376 or 377 of 

the Cc0.e of Civil Procedure for dOlK'_G8s for the inj1U7 or death of the patient. 

997. Exception: Crime or tort. 

997. There is no privilege under this article if the services of the 

physician were sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan 

to ccmmit a crime or a tort or to escape detection or apprehension after 

the commission of a crime or a tort. 

998. Exception: Criminal or disciplinary proceeding. 

998. There is no privilege under this article in a criminal proceeding 

or in a disciplinary proceedinG, 

999. Exception: Proceeding to recover damages for criminal conduct. 

999. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding to 

recover d=ges on account of conduct 0:(' the patient which constitutes 

a crime~ 
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1000. Exception: Parties claiming through deceased patient. 

1000. There is no privilege Uly~er this article as to a cOJr.mUIlication 

relevant to an issue bet;leen pa::ties a:l.l of ",hom claim through a deceased 

patient, regardless of 1,hether the claims are by testate or intestate 

succession or by inter vivos transaction. 

1001. Exception: Breach of duty arising out of physician-patient relationship. 

1001. There is no pri vile"e under this article as to a cOIlllll'.mication 

relevant to an issue of breach, by the physician or by the patient, of a 

duty arising out of the physician-patient relationship. 

1002. Exception: Intention of deceased client concerning writing affecting 
property interest. 

1002. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication 

relevant to an issue concerning the intention of a deceased patient with 

respect to a deed of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by the 

patient, purporting to affect an interest in property. 

1003. ExCeption: Validity of writing affecting interest in property. 

1003. There is no privilege under this article as to a corununication 

relevant to an issue concerning the validity of a deed of conveyance, will, 

or other writing, executed by a nC'.' deceased patient, purporting to affect 

an interest in property. 

1004. Exception: Commitment or similar proceeding. 

1004. There is no privilege under this article in a proceeding to 

commit the patient or othenrise place him or his property, or both, under 

the control of ancther because of his alleged mental or physical condition. 
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1005. Exception: ProceedinG to establish competence. 

1005. There is no privilese under this article in a proceeding brought 

by or on behalf of the patient ~n "'hieh the patient seeks to establish his 

competence. 

1006. Exception: Requil'ed report. 

1006. There is no privilege under this article as to information 

which the physician or the patient is required to report to a public 

employee, or as to i!1i'ormatio:1 required to be recorded in a publi" .. d·ice, 

unless the statute, charter, ordinance, adlninistrative regulation, or other 

provision requiring the report or record spec1fiaa11y provides that the 

information shall not be disclosed. 

Article 7. Psychotherapist-Patient Privilege 

1010. "Psychotherapist" defined. 

1010. As used in this article, "psychotherapist" means: 

(a) A person authorized, or reasonably believed by the patient to be 

authorized, to practice medicine in any state or D2tion; or 

(b) A person certified as a psychologist under Chapter 6.6 (comnencing 

with Section 29(0) of Division 2 of the Busine ss and Professions Code. 

1011. "Patient" defined. 

1011. i.s used in this article, ":patient" means a person who consults 

a psychotherapist or submits to an examination by a psychotherapist for the 

purpose of securing aiiagnosis or preventive, palliaoGive, or curative 

treatment of his mental or emotional condition. 
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"Confidential communication between patient and psychotherapist" defined. 

1012. As used in tl:J.is e.:..--ticle) ilconficl€nti·~_l CCtc.r::u:::i:::.-::"tion (.etween patient 

and psychotherapist" means infClr!"atlon, Includin.: L;i'orrrlltion obtained by an 

examination of the patient, tra;1SY,li tted between a patient and hi s psycho

therapist in the course of that relationship and in confidance by a means 

which, so far as the patient is a1<are, discloses the information to no third 

persons other than those who are present to further the interest of the 

patient in the consultation or those reasonably necessary for the transmission 

of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose for which the psycho

therapist is consulted, and includes advice given by the psychotherapist in 

the course of that relationship. 

lOI~. "Holder of the privilege" defined. 

1013· As used in this article, "holder of the privilege" means: 

(a) The patient when he is competent. 

(b) A guardian or conservatcr of the patient when the patient is 

incompetent. 

(c) The personal representative of the patient if the patient is dead. 

1014. Psychotherapist-patient privilege. 

1014. Subject to Section 912 and except as otherwise provided in this 

article, the patient, whether or not a party, has a privilege to refuse to 

disclose, and to prevent another from disclosing, a confidential communication 

between patient and psychotherapiot if the privilege is claimed by: 

(a) The holder of the pri7ilege; 

(b) A person "ho is authorized to claim the ?ri vilege by the holder 

of the privi.ler.;e; or 
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(c) The person who ,res the psychotherapist at the time of the confi-

dential communication, but such person may not claim the privilege if there 

is no holder of the privilege in existence or if he is otherwise instructed 

by a person authorized to ,ermit disclosure . 

.lQ15. ~:psych~!herapisi; requir"d t9 ,,,laimJ>.rivqe~~.!. 

1015. The psychotherapist ,.rho received Or made a cormnunication subject 

to the privilege under this article shall claim t::te privilege whenever he 

is present when the communication is sought to be disclosed and is authorized 

to claim the privilege under subdivision (c) of Section 1014. 

1016. Exception: Patient-litigant exception. 

1016. There is no privilege under this ar'oiclc in a proceeding in 

'"llich an issue concerning the :ilC'TGal or c''llotion"l com" ition of the patient 

ha3 been tendered by: 

(a) The patient; 

(b) Any party claiming tl:rcugh or under 'G"" )atient; 

(c) l~ny party claiming as a beneficiary 0::' t:le patient through a con

'"""act to ,.,hie!: the pati,cnt is 01" ,ras a party; (E" 

(d) The plaintiff in an acGion brought Wl'~C:' Seceicn 376 or 377 of the 

CCc.c of Civil Procedure for dama:;es for the inctll'Y or death of the patient. 

1017. Exception: Court appointed psychotherapist. 

1017. There is no privilege under this article if the psychotherapist 

is appointed by order of a court to examIne the patient. 

1018. Exception: Crime or tort. 

1018. There is no p!'i vilege unde::: t':lis a:--ticle if the services of the 

psychotherapist were SOUC',t 0:" o'.:,tainec. to e=bh, or aid anyone to commit 
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or plan to cOIr.mit a crime or a tort or to escape detection or apprehension 

after the commission of a crime or a tort. 

1019. Exception: Parties claiming through deceased ?"tient. 

1019. There is LtO IL'ivilege under this article as to a co=nication 

relevant to an issue between partie£'. all 01' whcm clo.Ll throUGh a deceased 

patien-o, regardless of whether the claims are by testate cr intestate 

6ucceGsion or blf inter vivos transaction. 

1020. Exception: Breach of duty arising out of psychotherapist-patient 
relationship. 

1020. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication 

relevant to an issue of breach, by the psychotherapist or by the patient, 

of a duty arising out of the psychotherapist-patient relationship. 

1021. Exception: Intention of deceased clien.t __ c.()l1.<:er!l~!lZ l~j,t.:j,n.g affecti~ 
property interest. 

1021. There is no privilege under this article as to a communication 

relevant to an issue concerning the intention of a deceased patient with 

respect to a deed of conveyance, will, or other writing, executed by the 

patient, purporting to affect an interest in propeFcy. 

1022. Exception: Validity of 'rriting affecting interest in property. 

1022. There is no privilege under this article as to a coll1lJlllIlication 

relevant to an issue concerning the validity of a deed of conveyance, will, 

or other "riting, executed by a nm1 deceased patient, purporting to affect 

an interest in property. 
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1023. Exception: Prcceeding to est"blish cc:npete!}ee. 

1023. There is no privilege und~r this article in a :pc'oceeding 

brought by or en behalf of the pCltient in ,'hieh the patient seeks to 

establish his competence. 

1024. Exception: Required reports. 

1024. There is no privilege un~er this article as to information 

which the psychotherapist or the patient is required to report to a public 

employee or as to informatio~ required to be recorded in a public office, 

unless the statute, charter, ordinance, administrative regulation, or 

other provision requiring the report or record specifically provides that 

the information shall not be disclosed. 

Article 8. Priest-Penitent Privileges 

l030~ l'Priest ll defined. 

1030. As used in thi.s article, "priest" means a priest, clergyman, 

minister of the gospel, or other officer of a church or of a religious 

denomination or religious organization. 

10 ,)l. "Penitent 11 defii1(;CL. 

1031· As uSed. in this :;.rticle, "penitent fl means a person who bas 

marie a penitential corrmunica tior.:. -:;0 a priest. 

1032. "Penitential corrmunication" defined. 

103 2. As used in this article, lIpenitential cClr.IrIU.nication li means a 
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corrmunication made in confidence in the presence of no third person to a 

priest who} in the course of the d~,-scipline cr prr..ctice o:Z his church, 

denomination, 0:::- organization, is al'.thorized or accustomed to hear such 

c=run'.caticns and has a duty to ),eep them secret. 

1033. Privilege of penitent. 

1033. Subj ect to Se ction 912, a penitent, whether or not a party, 

has a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another from disclosing, 

a penite~tial corrnunication if he claims the privilege. 

1034. Privilege of priest. 

1034. Subject to Section 912, a priest, whether or not a party, has 

a privilege to refuse to disclose a penitential communication if he claims 

the privilege. 

Article 9. Official Information and Identity of Informer 

1040. Privilege for of'ficial information. 

1040. (a) As used in this section, "official information" means 

information not open, or theretofore officially disclosed, to the public 

acquired by a public employee ir:;;:le course of ll~ G·:·"~J. 

(b) A public entity (including the United States) has a privilege to 

refuse to disclose official inforrr.atlon, and to pre' .. ent such disclosure by 

anyone who has acquired such informatiol! in a manner authorized by the public 

entity, if the privilege is claimed by a person authorized by the public 

entity to do so and: 
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(1) Disclosure i~ fo::-bicdc2-1 by -3_~ Act of' t~e Congress oi' the United 

states or a ~tatute of' this StClt2; Oi' 

(2) Disclosure of the in:i:OI1I!2tion is against the public interest 

bece.use there is a neceGs.ity fcr preserving the confidentiality of the 

information that outweighs the necessity for disclosure in the interest of 

justice; hut no privilege may be claimed under this paragraph if any person 

authorized to do so has consented that t:~e inforlll2.tion 'Ioe disclosed in the 

proceeding. In determinin?, "hether disclosure of the information is against 

the public interest, the interest of t~e public entity as ~ ~rty in the 

outcome of the proceeding may not 1:;e considered. 

1041. Privilege for identity of informer. 

1041. (a) A public entity (including the United States) has a 

privilege to refuse to disclose the Identity of a person lIho has furnished 

information as provided in subdivision (b) purporting to disclose a violation 

of a la~T of this State or of the United States, and to prevent such disclosure 

by anyone who bas acquired such infonnation in a mamoer authorized by the 

public entity, if the privilege is claimed by a persoll authorized by the 

public entity to do so med: 

(1) Disclosure is forl:1dd.en loy an Act of the Gx:gress of the United 

States or a statute of this State; or 

(2) Disclosure of the identity of the informer is against the public 

interest because there is a necessity for preserving the confidentiality 

of his iclentity that out1'·~ig."'s the necessity for disclosure in the interest 

of justi ce; but no privilege maz,r be claimed unC:.er thi s r:aragraph if any 

person authorized to do so has consented that the identity of the informer 
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1041-1042 

be disclosed in the proceeding. In determining ",·hether disclosure of the 

identity of the infonne:- is G..~aiect the pul~.ic j.n~G8rt:f,t, -'uhe :"nterest of 

the public entity as a party in the outcome of the pc-oceedinG may not be 

considel~ed. 

(b) This section applies oIlly if the infoi'mation is furnished by the 

informer directly to a law enforcement officer or to a r3presentative of an 

adminis-crative agency charged llith the administration or enforcement of the 

lmr 'llleGed to be violate:t or is furnished by the informer to another for 

the purpose of transmi tt'll to such officer or re;>l'esentative. 

(c) There is no privileGe under t.hiz section if the identity of the 

informer is known, or has been officiclly reve'lled, to the public. 

1042. Adverse order or finding in certain cases. 

IO~2. (a) Except where disclosure is forbidden cyan Act of the 

Congress of the United States, if a claim of privilege under this article 

by the State or a public entity in this 8-cate is sustained in a criminal 

proceeding or in a disciplinary proceeding, the presiding officer shall 

make such order or finding of fact adverse to the public entity bringing 

the proceeding as is appropriate upon any issue in the proceeding to which 

the privileged information is rr.aterial. 

(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), where a search is made pursuant 

to a "arrant valid on its face, the public entity brin::;ing a criminal pro

ceeding or a disciplinary procee(lin::; is not ::'ec:.uirei to reveal official 

information or the identity of tl:e inforrr.er to the defendant in order to 

establish the legality of the search and the ad~jssibility of the evidence 

obtained as a res'..llt of it. 
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1050-1060 

.'.rticle 10. Political Vote 

1050. PrivileGE: t:J protect secrecy of vote. 

l050. If l-:.e claims tlle privilege, 3.. person 'has a privilege to refuse 

to disclose the tenor of his vote at a public election where the voting is 

by secret ballot unless he voted illegally or he previously made an unprivileged 

disclosure of tile tenor of his vote. 

Article 11. Trade Secret 

1060 . Privilege to protect trade secret. 

1060. If he or his age:ctt or claployee claims ''';18 11l'i vilege, the mmer 

of G. trade secret has a privileGe 'co re=llse to 0.iccloce the secret, and 

to prevent another froE disclosiicC :':c, i= the allo,:a:1ce 0-;: "ho privilege 

will not tend to conceal :fraud or otheI",ise work L1:'.lstice. 

Article 12. Newsmen' s PrivileGe 

1070. "Newsman" defined. 

1070. As used in this article, "news:can" I!'.ean8 a 11erson directly 

en::;aged either in the pl'ocuremenc of news for publication, or in the publi

cadon of news, by nevs media. 

1071. "News media" defined. 

1071. As used in this article, "news media" means neuspapers, press 

associations, wire services, and radio and television. 
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l072 

l072. Newsmen I .s. privileeie. 

l072. .t. ne'·'8!Ill3.n bas a prtvUoee;e to ;t',,!use to disC.Lose the source 

of neHS procured for pUblication n;:,l. published by r.e1-TS lUc(:\ia, unless 

the source has been disclosed previously or the disclosu:ce of the source 

is required in the public interes·c. 

c 

c 
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Comment. Section 900 makes it clear that the definitions in Sections 

901-905 a.pply only to Division 8 (Privilcges) Mil. troc thasc definitions are not 

applicable where the context or language of a particular section in DiviSion 

8 requires that a word or phrase used in that section be given a different 

meaning. '1IIe daf1citiOtiB eonta11:led in Dide.1on ~ (oCllllllencing with Section 

100) apply to the entire code, including Division 8. Definitions applicable 

only to a particular article are found in that article. 

§ 901 

OolIIIIIent. HctvU proceeding" includes not only a civil action or 

proceeding, but also any nonjudicial proceeding that is not a criminal 

proceeding. See Sectiona 902 and 905. 

§902 

Comment. The ddini tiOD of "criminal proceeding" includes not only a 

"criminal actien" (defined in Section 130) but also a proceeding by 

accusation for the removal of a public officer under Govermnent Code Section 

3060 !!.i seq. 

The definition of "criminal action" in Section 130 includes ancUlary 

proceedings, such as writ proceedings to test the sufficiency of the evidence 

underlying an indictment or information or to attack a judgment of conviction. 

These proceedings are inclueed"in the definition so that the rules of privilege 

in such proceedings will be the same as they are in the criminal action itself. 

<:> § 903 

ColIIJIIent. The definition of "disciplinary proceeding" follows the defini

tiOn of the kind of proceeding initiated by accusation in Government Code Sec-

t10t1 11503. The Government Code definition bas been DOdified to JIBke it clear 
_Boo.. 
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that Section 903 coverS not only license revocation and suspension proceedings, 

but also personnel disciplir.ary proceedings. "Disciplinary proceeding" does 

not include, however, a proceeding by accusation for the removal of a public 

officer under Government Code Section 3060 et seq. 

§ 904 

CCrrluent. "Presiding officer" is defined so that reference may be made to' 

the person "'ho rr.akes mliLgs on questions of privilege in ncnjudicial proceed

ings. The term includes arbitrators, hearing officers, referees, and any other 

person who is·.authorized to Ill8.ke ruUngs on claims of privilege. It, of course, 

includes the judge or other person presiding in a judicial proceeding. 

§ 905 

Comment. "Proceeding" is defined to mean all proceedings of whatever kind 

in which testimony can be compelled by law to be given. It includes civil and 

criminal actions and proceedings, administrative proceedings, legislative 

hearings, grand jury proceedings, coroners' inquests, arbitration proceedings, 

and any other kind of proceeding in ,rhieh a person can be compelled by law to 

appear and give evidence. The decinition is broad because a question of 

privilege can arise in any situation where a person cae be compelled to testify. 

§ 910 

Comment. This section makes the rules of privilege applicable in all pro

ceedings in whicb testimony can be compelled. See definition of "proceeding" in 

Section 9C5. 

Most rules of evidence are designed for use in courts. Generally, 

their purpose 1s to keep unreliable or prejudicial evidence from being presen

ted to the trier of fact. Privilege rules, however, are different from other 

rules of evidence. Privileges are granted for reasons of policy unrelated to the 
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reliability of the information tint is protected by the p:civilege. As a 

matter of fact, privileges have a practical effect oY'~y when the privileged 

information is relevant to the issues in a pending proceeding. 

Pr::"vile~es nrc cro.nteti cecc;u!3c it is ncccssar;;l to PC1'T.1it some information 

to be kept confidential in order to carry out certain socially desirable 

poliCies. Thus, for example, it is important to the attorney-client 

relationship or the marital relationship that confidential communications 

made in the course of such relationships be kept confidential; and, to protect 

such relationships, a privilege to prevent disclosure of such communications 

is granted. 

If confidentiality is to be effectively protected by a privilege, the 

privilege must be recognized in proceedings other than judicial proceedings. 

The protection afforded by a privilege would be illusory if a court were the 

only place where the privilege could be invoked. Every officer with power 

to issue subpoenas for investigative purposes, every administrative agency, 

every local governing board, and many more persons could pry into the protected 

information if the privilege rules were applicable only in judicial proceedings. 

Therefore, the policy underlying the privilege rules requires their 

recognition in all proceedings of any nature in which testimony can be com

pelled by law to be given. Section 910 makes the privilege rules applicable 

to all such proceedings. In this respect, it follows the precedent set in New 

Jersey when privilege rules, based in part on the Uniform Rules of Evidence, 

were enacted. See N.J. Laws 1960, Ch. 52, p. 452 (N.J. REV. STAT. §§ 2A:84A-l 

to 2A:B4A-49). 

Whether Section 910 is declarative of existing law is uncertain. No 

California case has decided the question whether the existing judicially 
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recognized privileges are applicable in nonjudicial proceedings. By statute, 

however, they have been made applicable in all nQudicatory proceedings 

conducted under the terms of the Aclministrative Procedu:re Act. GOVT. CODE 

§ 11513. And the reported decisions indicate that, as a general rule, privileges 

are assumed to be applicable in nOiljudicial proceedings. See,~, McK.'lew 

v. Superior Court, 23 Ca1.2d 58, 142 P.2d 1 (1943); Ex parte McDonough, 170 CaL 

230, 149 Pac. 566 (1915); Board of EdUCe v. Wilkinson, 125 Cal. App.2d 100, 270 

P.2d 82 (1954); In re Bruns, 15 Cal. App.2d 1, 58 P.2d 1318 (1936). Thus, 

Section 910 appears to be declarative of existing practice, but there is no 

authority as to whether it is declarative of existing law. Its enactment 

will remove the existing uncertainty concerning the right to claim a privilege 

in a nonjudicial proceeding. 

§ 911 

Comment. No new or COOlllon la,r privileges can be recognized in the absence of 

statute. The section codi:fies exist:ing law. See Chronicle Pub. Co. v. Superior 

Court, 54 C.2d 548, 565, 7 Cal. Rptr. 109, ,354 P.2d 637, (1960); 

Tatkin v. Superior Court, 160 Cal. App.2d 745, 753, 326 P.2d 201, (1958); 

Whitlow v. Superior Court, 87 Cal. App.2d 175, 196 P.2d 590 (1948). See 

also 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE, § 2286 ( ); WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE 

446 (1958). 

§912 

Com:nent. This section covers in some detail the matter of 'Waiver of a 

privilege to protect the confidentiality of a privileged communication. 

Subdivision (a). Subdivision (al states the general rule with respect 

to the manner in which a privilege is waived: Failure to claim the privilege 

where the holder of the privilege has the legal standing and the opportunity 
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to claim the privilege cons·~:i.tutes a io.'a";"·,rer. Tlli& seems to ce the existing 

law. See City and County of S[1l1 Frands co v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 

233, 231 P.2cl 26, 29 (1951); 1:_:~.:-1' v. Croc};er Esca;~~, H9 cal. 442, 51 

Pac. 688 (1897). There is, hm.!ever, at least one case that is out of harmony 

with this rule. People v. Kor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954) 

(defendant t s failure to claim privilege to prevent a ui tness from testifying 

as to a communication between the defendant and his attorney held not to 

waive the privilege to prevent the attorney from similarly testifying). 

Subdivision (b). A waiver of the privilege by a joint holder of the 

privilege does not operate to waive the privilege for any of the other joint 

holders of the privilege. This codifies existing law. See People v. Kor, 

129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954) (at the tirr.e of the communication, 

the attorney was acting for both tne defendant and the witness who testified); 

People v. Abair, 102 Cal. App.2d 765, 228 P.2d 336 (1951). 

Subdivision (c). A privilege is not waived uhen a rev.elation of the 

privileged matter takes place in another privileged communication. Thus, 

for example, a person does not uaive his attorney-client privilege by telling 

his wife in confidence what it was that he told his attorney. Nor does a 

person waive the marital communication privilege by telling his attorney in 

confidence what it was that he told his wife. And a person does not waive 

the attorney-client privilege as to a communication related to another 

attorney in the course of a separate relationship. A privileged communication 

should not cease to be privileged merely because it has been related in the 

course of another privileged communication. The concept of waiver is based 

11~n the thought that the holder of the privilege has abandoned the secrecy to 

which he is entitled under the privilege. Where the revelation of the privileged 
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matter takes place in another privileged cOlY.raunice.tion, there has not been 

such an abandonment of the secrecy to which the holder is entitled to deprive 

the holder of his right to maint~in further secrecy. 

Subdivision (d). Su1::division (d) is designed to maintain the confidentiality 

of communications in certain situations where the commup~cations are disclosed 

to others in the course of accomplishing the purpose for which the communicant 

was consulted. For example, where a confidential communication from a client 

is related by his attorney to a physician, appraiser, or other expert in order 

to obtain that person's aS5ist~nce so that the attorney will 1::e better able 

to advise his client, the disclosure is not a waiver under this section. Nor 

would a physician's or psychotherapist's keeping of confidential records, such 

as confidential hospital records, necessary to diagnose or treat a patient be 

a waiver under this section. Co~nications such as these, when made in con-

fidence, should not operate to destroy the privilege even when they are made 

with the consent of the client or patient. Here, again, the privilege holder 

has not evidenced any abandonment of secrecy. Hence, he should be entitled 

to maintain the confidential nature of his communications to his attorney or 

physician despite the necessary further disclosure. With respect to the 

interrelationship of the lawyer-client privilege with the physician-patient 

and psychotherapist-patient privileges in cases where the same person is both 

client and patient, see GOllIlllent to Section 962. 

§ 913 

COll";ment. This section deals "'ith the corr.ments that rray be made upon, and 

the inferences that may -be dra~m from, an exercise of a privilege. 

C Subdivision (a). No comment may be made on the exercise of a privilege 

and the trier of fact may not ·irmJ "ny inference therefron;. Except as noted 
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below, this probably ata tes :pro-,iously exioting 1m". See Pecple v. 

Wilkes, 44 Cal.2d 679, 284 P.2d 481 (1955). In addition, the court is 

required, upon request, to instruct the jury that no presumption arises 

and that no inference is to be drawn from the exorcise of a privilege. 

If comment could be made on the exercise of a privilege and adverse 

inferences drawn therefrom, the protection afforded by the privilege 

would be largely negated. 

Subdivision (b). This subdivision indicates the extent of permissible 

comment concerning the failure or refusal of a defendant in a criminal case 

to explain or deny the evidence against him. The subdivision restates existing 

law. CAL. CONST., Art. 1, § 13; PENAL CODE § 1323 (superseded by Evidence Oode). 

The cases interpreting Section 13 of Article 1 of the Constitution have made it 

clear that it is the defendant's failure to explain or deny the evidence against 

him, not his exercise of any privilege, that may be commented upon and con

sidered. See e.g., People v. AQamson, 27 Cal.2d 478, 488, 165 P.2d 3, 8 

(1946) aff'd sub nom., Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46 (1947). Unfavorable 

inferences, if any, eay be drawn only from the evidence in the case against 

him. No inferences may be drawn from the exercise of privileges. 

Subdivision (c). This subdivision provides a rule for civil cases 

equivalent to that applicable in criminal cases under subdivision (bl. 

Although.language may be found in California cases suggesting that inferences 

may be drawn from the claim of privilege itself, subdivision (b) declares what 

appears to be the existing law that is applicable to civil cases when a party 

invokes a privilege and refuses to deny or explain evidence in the case against 

him. See discussion in Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the 

Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, 

REP., REC. & STUDIES, 374-377, 523 (1964). 
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Subdivisions (a) and (c) together may modify California law to some 

extent. In Nelson v. Southern Pacific Co., 8 Cal.2d 648, 67 P.2d 682 (1937), 

the Supreme Court held that evidence of a person's exercise of the privilege 

against self-incrimination in a prior proceeding may be shown for impeachment 

purposes if he testifies in an exculpatory manner in a subsequent proceeding. 

The Supreme Court within recent years has overruled statements in certain 

criminal cases declaring a similar rule. See People v. Snyder, 50 Cal.2d 190, 

197, 324 P.2d 1, 6 (1958), overruling or disapproving several cases there cited. 

Section 913 will, in effect, overrule this holding in the Nelson case, for 

subdivision (a) declares that no inference may be drawn from an exercise of 

a privilege either on the issue of credibility or on any other issue, and 

<:: subdivision (~) provides only that subdivision (a) does not preclude the 

drawing of unfavorable inferences against a person because of his failure to 

explain or deny the evidence against him. The status of the rule in the 

Nelson case has been in doubt because of the recent holdings in criminal cases, 

and Section 913 eliminates any remaining basis for applying a different rule 

in civil cases. 

c 

§ 914 

Ccrnment. Subdivision (a) nakes it clear that the general provisions 

(Sections 400 to 406) concerning preliminary determinations on admissibility of 

evidence are 'applicable ,rhen a deternination is to be made ,·rhether or not a 

privilege exists, except that disclosu"e of information claiw~d to be 

p"ivileged may be required only to the extent provided in Section 915. 

,'3ubdivision (b) is needed to protect persons claiming privileges in 

non"illc,icial proceedings. Because nonjudicial proceec.ings are often conducted 

by persons untrained in la,r, it is desirable to have a judicial determination 
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of 1.~~lcther a person is required to L_:::'sclose info::,rr:3:~iOl: clc.i.:..ied to 1:;e 

pri'!ilcged before he rlL'1S the risk of being held ill c(utempt for failing 

to (1.isclose such information. That -O;le determination of privilege in a 

judicial proceeding is a questiml foc' the judge is'.:ell established 

California law. See,~, Holm v. Superior Court, 42 Cal.2d 500, 

267 P.2d 1025 (1954). Subdivisior, (b), of course, does not apply to 

any -cody--such as the Public Utilities Connnission---,;,at has constitutional 

pove:: -:00 impose punishment for contempt. See, e.g., Ci~. CONST., Art. XII, 

§ 22. Nor does this subdivision apply to witnesses before the state 

Legiolature or its committees. See GOVT. CODE §§ 5400-9414. 

§ 915 

Comment. Section 915 provides that revelation of the information asserted to 

be privileged may not be compelled in order to detel':"ine ,·,hether or not it 

is privileged, for such a coerced disclosure ,wuld i-oGelf violate the 

privilege. This codifies existing la". See Collette v. Sarrasin, 184 Cal. 283, 

288-289, 193 Pac. 571, 573 (1920). 

1m exception to the general rule of Section 915 is provided for informa-

tion claimed to be privileged under Section 1060 (erode secret), Section 1040 

(official information), Section 1041 (identity of an informer), or Section 1072 

(newsmen's privilege). Because of the nature of these privileges, it will some

times be necessary for the judge to exanine the information claimed to be priv

ileged in order to balance the interest in seeing that justice is done in tbe 

particUlar case against the interest in maintaining the secrecy of the information. 

See cases cited in 81UGMORr:, EVIDEnCE § 2379, p. 812 n.6 (McNaugbton rev. 1961). 

And see United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 7-11 (1953), and pertinent dis-
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C cussion thereof in 81HGlt.ORE, EVIDENCE § 2379· (14cNaughton rev. 1961). Even in 

these cases, Section 915 provides ac~.equate protection to the person claiming 

tho> prlyilege: If the judge detenlines that he must ~;:amine the informa-

tion in order to determine whether it is privileged, ·';he section provides 

that it be disclosed in confidence to the judge and ·.c LF" in 

confidence if he determines the information is privileged. Moreover, 

the e::ception in subdivision (b) of fccction 915 applies only when the 

judge of a court is ruling on the claim of privilege. Thus, in view of 

suMivision (a) of Section 915; disclosure of the information cannot be 

required, for example, in an adminiS·Cl'ative proceecLin;;. 

§ 916 

Comment. Section 916 is needed to protect the holder of a privilege when he 

C is no·;; available to protect his own interest. For example, a third party-

perhaps the lawyer's secretary- -may have been present ",hen a confidential 

communication to a lawyer was made. In the absence of both the holder 

himself and the lawyer, the secretary could be compelled to testify concerning 

the communication if there were no provision such as ~ection 916 which 

requires the presiding officer to recognize the privilege. 

The erroneous exclusion of i"cornation pursua:l'C to Section 916 on the 

Groul1cl that it is privileged miGht remount to prejllc~icial error. On the other 

heme, the erroneous failure to e;:cluCle information pursuant to Section 916 woul.d 

not amount to prejudicial error. Gee Section 918. 

,Section 916 apparently is Cleclarative of the cxisti~ California law. 

Sec People v. Atkinson, 40 Cal. 264, 285 (1870)(at~orney-clieot privilege). 

917 

Comment. A number of sections provide privileGes for ccn:municaticns 

C m(J.c:e "in confidenCe" in the course of certain rel"c~ol1shiJ?s. Although there 

appear to have been no cases 111vo1'.'in::; the questio:l in California, the general 

rule elsewhere is that such a ccmmunication is preGtUilecl confidential and 
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the party objecting to the Cl;:;.i:l 0:" privilege has ~,hc ')\.;re'(m of shmling that 

the comnunication was not maCi.e in cO:::lfidence. See ~enel~ally, TJith respect 

to the marital communication privile~e, 8 WIGMORE, i.;'i:JJ£NCIl .:. 2336 

(HcIiau:;lYGon rev. 1961). See also I'l,.u v. United Sta'~~, 340 U.S. 332, 

333- ~35 (1951). In adopting by sts.i;ute a revised veo.'sion of the privileges 

article of the Uniform Rules of ~vidence, New Jersey il!cluded such a 

provision in its statement of the lmryer-client privilege. N.J. REIl. STAT. 

§ 2;\:84A-20(3), added by N.J. laws 1960, Ch. 52. 

I:Z the privilege claimant "ere required to sho, , "che communication was 

made in confidence, in many cases he 'TOuld be compelled to reveal the 

subject matter of the communication in order to establish his right to 

the privilege. Hence, Section 917 is included to establish a presumption 

of confidentiality, if this is not already the exic-cinC 12.U in California. 

See Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 678, 22 Pac. 26, 40 (1889); Hager v. 

Shindler, 29 Cal. 47, 63 (1865)("PrL':'!: facie, all COI",1Ullica'~ions made by a 

client to his attorney or counsel [in the course of 'cha'c relationship 1 must 

be regarded as confidentiaL"). 

§ 918 

COll7i1ent.. This section is consistent 1<i th existing la,-r. See People v. 

Gonzales, 56 Cal. App. 330, 2c4 Pac. 1088 (1922), and discussion of similar 

cases cited in Tentative Reccmmendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform 

Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. lAW REVISION CCMII'N, REP., 

REC. & STUDIES, 201, 525, note 5. 
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Ii 919 

C~ent. Section 919 protects a holder of a privilege from the detriment 

that might otherwise be caused when a judge erroneously overrules a claim of 

pri-rilege and compels revelation of the privileged L1:Lormation. 'rhough 

Sec'cion 912 provides that such a coerced disclosure does not waive a 

privilege, it does not provide specifically that evi(c,conce of the prior 

disclosure is inadmissible; Section >'19 makes clear 'ohe inac1missibility of 

such evidence in a subsequent proceei:cing. 

:.;ection 919 probably states existing California 1m,. See People v. 

Abail', 102 Cal. App.2d 765, 228 P.2(I 336 (1951)(priol' "is closure by an 

attOl'iley held inadmissible in a later proceeding where the holder of the 

privilege had first opportunity to 00ject to attorney' 3 testifying); PeoFle 

v. ICor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 P.2d 94 (1954). HOlJever, there is little case 

authority upon the proposition. 

§ 920 

Cowment. Some of the statutes relating to privilege are found in other codes 

and 8.l."e continued in force. See, e.;;., PENAL CODE~'~' 266h and 266i (making 

the marital communications privilege inapplicable Ll prosecutions for 

pimping and pandering, respectively). Section 920 maI,cs it clear that 

nothing in this division makes privileged any inforrua;;icn c1eclared by 

statnte to be unprivileged or makes unprivileged any ioJr'ormation declared 

by s~atute to be privileged. 

Goronent. 

fornia 1a1'. 

§ 930 

Section 93<l restates ,o'1thout substantive change the existing Cali

CAL. CONST., Art. I, § 13; Peaple v.-Clark, 18 Ca1.2d 449, 116 P.2d 
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<:: 56 (1941), People v. TYler, 36 Cal. 522 (1869); People v. Talle, 111 Cal. 

App.2d 650, 245 P.2d 633 (1952). Subdivision (b) states in statutory form 

what tee cases make clear, i.e., that a defendant in a criminal case can 

be required to demonstrate his identifying characteristics so long as he 

is not required to testi~J. 

§ 940 

Comment. Section 940 defines when a matter will incriminate a person 

within the meaning of the privilege against self-incrimination. 

Subdivision (a). Protection is provided against possible incrimination 

under a federal law, but not under a law of another state or foreign nation. 

The scope of the California pri':ilerre 13 not clca,:, fo:' no decision has been 

foun:'!. indicating .;hether or not California prO\'il~CS lll'Oocction against 

C incrimination under the la,.,s of '" sQvercignts' 0Ci:,,1' 'C:~'1 California The 

inclusion of protection against pes sible incriL'in,,:;;ior.. onder a federal la" is 

dcsiA'able to give full rr.eanin::; to this privilC[;c, fOi' all persons subject to 

California law are at the san:c 'cime subject to federal 1m,. Moreover, the 

Uni'Ged States Supreme COl;;r't r"cently held that ';;he 'privilege under the United 

Joates Constitution I=rovides 31:111ar I=rotection in California proceedings. 

include the law of sister stutes cr foreign naticns seems LUl\·iarre.nted. 

1~hether a matter is incriminating is not left to the uncontrolled dis-

cretion of the person invoking the privilege; the judge ultimately must 

decide whether a matter is incriminating. See Beetions 402 and 404. In 

making this determination, the judge must consider not only the other matters 

disclosed, but also the context o~ the question, the nature of the information 

<:: sought, and many other pertinent factors. See subdivisions (a) and (c). 

The privilege 1s not available to protect a per~on from civil--as opposed 

to criminal--punishment. Thus, the privilege provides no protection against 
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the disclosure of facts which might involve merely civil liability, economic 

loss, or public disgrace. See WITKIN, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE 518 (1958). 

Subdivision (b). The possibil.ity of criminal conviction alone, whether 

or not accompanied by punishment, is sufficient to warrant invocation of the 

privilege. On the other hand, if a person has become permanently immune from 

conviction for the crime, he no longer has the privilege. This codifies existing 

law. "If, at the time of the transactions respecting 'fhich his testimony is 

sought, the acts themselves did not constitute an offense, or, if, at the 

time of giving the testimony, the acts are no longer punishable; if the statute 

creating the offense has been repealed; if the witness has been tried for the 

offense and acquitted, or, if convicted, has satisfied the sentence of the 

law; if the offense is barred by the statute of limitations, and there is no 

pending prosecution against the 'fitness, he cannot claim any privilege under 

this provision of the constitution, since his testimony could not be used 

against him in any criminal case against himself, and consequently he is not 

compelled to be a witness 'against himself. ,,, Ex parte Cohen, 104 CaL 524, 

528, 38 Pac. 364, 365 (1894). 

Subdivision (c),, Bubdi visions (a) and (c) make it clear that other links 

in the chain of incrimination need not be disclosed before the privilege may 

be invoked. For example, the witness may be aware of other matters which, when 

taken in connection with the information sought, are a basis for a reasonable 

inference of the commission of a crime. The protection of the privilege would 

be substantially impaired if such other matters had to be disclosed before the 

privilege against self-incrimination could be invoked. In this respect, 

Section 940 codifies existtnei' eaiifornia .la~ See, ~, People v. Reeves, 221 

CaL App.2d _, _, 34 caL Rptr.815, 820 (1963); People v. Lawrence, 168 caJ.. 

<::. App.2d 510, 516, 336 p.2d 189, 193 (1959); People v. McCormick, 102 Cal. App.2d 

Supp. 954, 960, 228 P.2d 349, 352 (1951). 
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§ 941 

comment. Sections 940-948 set forth the privilege, derived from Article 

I, Section 13 of the California Constitution, of a person ",hen testifying to 

refuse to give information that might tend to incriminate him. Tt"is privilege 

should be distinguished from the privilege stated in Section 930 (the privilege 

of a defendant in a criminal case to refuse to testify at all). 

In addition to the privilege under Sections 940-948, the witness also has 

a privilege under the United States Constitution, and the United States Supreme 

Court recently held that this privilege applies in state proceedings. [Cite 

June 1964 casel. 

Thus, in a particular case the witness ~ rely on the privilege provided 

by the California Constitution (codified in Evidence Code Sections 940-948), 

on the privilege provided by the United States Constitution, or on both of 

these privileges. 

Because the privilege stated in Sections 940-948 is derived from the State 

ConstitUtion, it would exist whether or not Sections 940-948 were enacted. 

Nonetheless, these sections are desirable in order to codify, and thus summarize 

and collect in one place, a number of existing rules and principles that other-

wise could be extracted only from a large amount of case material and statutes. 

Section 941 states the privilege against self-incrimination. Section 940 

defines incrimination, and Sections 942-948 state the exceptions to the privilege 

against self-incrimination. 

Sections 941 limits the self-incrimination privilege to natural persons. 

This limitation ia existing law. McI.aine v. Superior Court, 99 Cal. App.2d 

109, 221 p.2d 300 (1950); I-jest Coast etc. Co. v. Contractors' etc. Bd., 72 Cal. 

App.2d 287, 164 p.2d 811 (1945) (dictum). 

§942 

Comment. Sections 942, 943, and 944 codify existing law. People v. Lopez, 

60 Cal.2d _, _, 32 Cal. Rptr. 424, 435-436, 384 P.2d 16, 27-28 (1963) (acts 

mentioned in Sections 942 and 943 not privileged); People v. Duroncelay, 48 
~,",:i .... o _______________________ ~ 8, ], _ 
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Ce.l.2d 766, 312 P.2d 690 (1957); People v. Haeussler, 41 Ca1.2d 252, 260 P.2d 8 

(1953) (no privilege to prevent toJ:::'ng sanples of body fluids). Of course, noth

ing in Sections 942-944 authorizes ~he violation of constitutional rights in re
gard to the manner in >Thich such evidence is obtained. See Rochin v. California, 

342 U.S. 165 (1951). 
Section 943 makes it clear that a person can be required to demonstrate 

his identifying physical characteristics even though ~~ch action may incriminate 

him. Under Section 943, the privilege against self-incrimination cannot be 

invoked against a direction that a person demonstrate his handwriting, or 

speak the same >Tords as were spoken by the perpetrator of a crime, or demonstrate 

his manner of walking so that a witness can determine if he limps like the person 

observed at the scene of a crime, and the like. This matter may be covered by 

Section 942, but Section 943 will avoid any problems that might arise because 

of the phrasing of Section 942. Also, Section 943 makes it clear that a 

defendant in a crimirlal case can be required to demonstrate his identifying 

characteristics the same as any other person so long as he is not required to 

testify in violation of Section 930. 

Comment. See Comnent to Section 942. 

§944 

comment. See comment to Section 942. 

Cooment. Section 945 probably states existing law inSOfar as it denies the 

privilege to an indiv.ld.ual ;;ho would Ce personally incriminated by surrendering pub

lic documents or books of a private organization in his possetsion. See Wilson v. 

United States, 221 U.S. 361 (1911), and cases collected in Annot., l20 A.L.R. 

1102, 1109-1116 (1939). See also 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2259b (McNaughton 

rev. 1961). Although there apparently is no California case holding that an 

C individual has no privilege ;rlth respect to other types of property in his 

custody but owned by another, the logic supporting the unava.Uability of the 

privilege in this situation is persuasive. 
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§ 94£ 

Comment. Section 94£ states existing law. A record that is actually kept pur-

suant to a statutory or regulatory requirement is not subject to the privilege if 

the production of the record is sought in connection with the governmental 

supervision and regulation of the business or activity. Shapiro v. United 

States, 335 U.S. 1 (1948). 

The cases have also held that public employees and persons engaged in 

regulated activities may be required by statute or regulation to disclose 

information relating to the regulated activity and may be disciplined for 

failure or refusal to make the required disclosure, but ·such cases have never 

held that such persons have lost their privilege against self-incrimination. 

See Shapiro v. United States, 335 U.S. 1 (1948). See also People v. Diller, 

24 Cal. App. 799, 142 Pac. 797 (1914). Public employees may be required to 

make disclosures concerning their administration of public affairs and, under 

seIne circumstances, Tray be dischc.rged if they refuse to do so; but, under 

Sec'cion 946, it is clear that they «0 not surre!ldel' '~:,e pr+lilege against self-

incrioiI:ation as e. ccz:ditioo of their en:plcyPent. GC1JT. CODE § 1028.1; EDUC. CODE 

§ 12955. See em-ietal v. Police Commission, 33 Cal. App .2d 564, 92 P. 2d 416 (1939). 

Comment. Section 947 states existing law as found in Penal Code Section 

1323 (superseded by Evidence Codd. See People v. McCarthy, 88 Cal. App. 2d 883, 

200 P.2d 69 (1948). See also People v. O'Brien, 66 Cal. 602, 6 Pac. 695 (1885); 

People.v. Arrighini, 122 Cal. 121, 54 Pac. 591 (1898). 

<:; § 948 

Comment. Section 948 proy'ides a specific "laiver . provision ior the privilege 

against self-incrimination. The general waiver provision in Section 912 
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probably would be unconstitutional if applied to the privilege against self-

incrimination. Section 948 does not apply to a defendant in a criminal case; 

the extent of the waiver by a defeLdant in a criminal case is governed by 

Section 947. 

Under Section 943, the privilege against self-incrimination is waived only 

in the ~ action or proceeding, not in a subsequent action or proceeding. 

California cases interpreting Article I, Section 13 of the California Constitution 

a~ear to limit waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination to the 

particular proceeding in which the privilege is waived. See Overend v. Superior 

~, 131 Cal. 280, 63 Pac. 372 (1900); In re Sales, 134 Cal. App. 54, 24 

P.2d 916 (1933). A person can claim the privilege in a subsequent case even 

though he waived it in a previous case. In re Sales, ~. 

§ 950 

COIUllent. "lawYer" is defined to include a person "reasonably believed by 

the client to be authorized" to practice law. Since the privilege is intended 

to encourage full disclosure by giving the client assurance that his communication 

will not be disclosed, the client's reasonable bel~ef that the person he is 

consulting is an attorney is sufficient to justify application of the privilege. 

See 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2302 (McNaughton rev. 1961), and cases there cited 

in note 1. See also McCORMICK, EVIDENCE § 92 (1954). 

There is no requirement that the client must reasonably believe that the 

lawYer is licensed to practice in a jurisdiction that recognizes the lawYer-

client privilege. Legal transactions frequently cross state and national 

boundaries and require consultation with attorneys from many different juris-

dictions. The California client should not be required to determine at his 

peril whether the jurisdiction licensing his particular la~r recognizes the 

privilege. He should be entitled to assume that the lawYer consulted will 
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maintain his confidences to the same extent as would a lawyer in California. 

§ 951 

Comment. Under Section 951, the State, cities, ar.d other public entities 

have a privilege insofar as communications made in the course of the lawyer-

client relationship are concerned. This codifies existing law. See Holm v. 

Superior Court, 42 Ca1.2d 500, 267 P.2d 1025 (1954). In addition, such 

unincorporated organizations as labor unions, social clubs, and fraternal 

societies have a lawyer-client privilege when the organization (rather than 

its individual members) is the client. See Section 175, defining "person." 

§ 952 

Comment. "Confidential conm:unication between client and lawyer" is used to 

describe the type of communications that are subject to the lawyer-client 

privilege. In accord with existing California law, the conm:unication must be 

in the course of the lawyer-client relationship and must be cOnfidential. See 

City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 234-235, 

231 P.2d 26, 29-30 (1951). 

Confidential communications also include those made to third parties, 

such as accountants or similar experts, for the purpose of transmitting such 

information to the lawyer. Thus, the phrase, "reasonably necessary for the 

transmission of the information," restates existing California law. See, 

e.g., City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, ~, which involved 

a communication to a physician. Although the rule of this case would be 

changed by Sections 962 and 963 insofar as it applies to communications to 

physicians and psychotherapists consulted as such, Section 952 retains the 

C rule for other expert consultants. (See COlll!lent to Section 962.) A lawyer 

at times may desire to have a client reveal information to an expert consultant 

and himself at the same time in order that he may ade~uate1y advise the client. 
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The inclusion of the words "or the accomplisbment of the purpose for which the 

lawyer is consulted" makes it clear that these corr.nrunications, too, are con-

fidentiaJ. and within the scope of' the privilege, despite the presence of the 

third party. This part of' the definition probably restates existing California 

law. See Attorney-Client Privilege in California, 10 STAN. L. REV. 297, 308 

(1958). See also H~elfarb v. United States, 175 F.2d 924, 938-939 (9th Cir. 

1949). See also subdivision (d) of' Section 912 and Comment thereto. 

The words "other than those who are present to further the interest of 

the client in the consultation" indicate that a communication to a lawyer is 

nonetheless confidential even though it is made in the presence of another 

person, such as a spouse, business associate, or joint client, who is present 

to aid the consultation or to further their common interest in the subject of 

C the consultation. These words rray change previously existing California law, 

for the presence of a third person sometimes has been held to destroy the con-

fidential character of the consultation, even where the third person was 

present because of his concern for the welfare of the client. See Attorney-

Client Privilege in California, 10 STAN. L. REV. 297, 308 (1958), and authorities 

there cited in notes 67-71. 

For comparable sections, see Section 992 (physician-patient privilege) and 

Section 1012 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 953 

Comment. Under subdivisions (a) and (b), the guardian of the client is the 

holder of the privilege if the client is incompetent, and an incompetent client 

becomes the holder of the privilege when he becomes competent. For example, 

C if the client is a minor of 20 years of age and he or his guar<!lan t.'l:Inm.z.1."" 

the attorney, the guardian under subdivision (b) is the holder of the privilege 

until the client becomes 21j thereafter, the client himself is the holder of 
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the privilege. This is true whether the guarc.ian consulted the lawyer or the 

minor himself consulted the lawyer. The present California law is uncertain. 

The statutes do not deal with the problem and no appellate decision has 

discussed it. 

Under subdivision (c), the personal representative of the client is the 

holder of the privilege when the client is dead. He may either claim or waive 

the privilege on.behalf of the deceased client. This may be a change in 

California law. Under existing law, it seems probable that the privilege 

survives the death of the client and that no one can waive it after the 

client's death. See Collette v. Sarrasin, 184 Cal. 283, 289, 193 Pac. 571, 

573 (1920). Hence, the privilege apparently is recognized even though it 

would be clearly to the interest of the estate of the deceased client to 

waive it. Under Section 953, however, the personal representative of a 

deceased client may waive the privilege when it is to the advantage of the 

estate to do so. The purpose underlying the privilege--to provide a client 

with the assurance of confidentiality--does not require the recognition of 

the privilege when to do so is detrimental to his interest or to the interests 

of his estate. 

Under subdivision (d), the successor, assign, trustee in dissolution, or 

any other similar representative of a corporation, partnership, association, 

or other organization that has ceased to exist is the holder of the privilege 

after these nonpersonal clients lose their former identity. 

The definition of "holder of the privilege" should be considered with 

reference to Section 954 (specifying who can claim the privilege) and Section 

912 (relating to waiver of the privilege). 

For somewhat comparable sections, see Section 993 (physician-patient 

'privilege) and Section 1013 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

-820-
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§ 954 

Comment. Section 954 is the easic statement of the lawyer-client privilege. 

Exceptions to the privilege are stated in Sections 956-964. 

Privilege must be claimed. Section 954 is based upon the premise that 

the privilege must be claimed bj' a person who is authorized to claim the 

privilege. If there is no Cla1nl of privilege by a person with authority to 

make the claim, the evidence is admissible. Section 954 sets forth the persons 

authorized to claim the privilege, and, under Section 916, the presiding officer 

is required to exclude a confidential attorney-client cmDnUnication on behalf of 

an absent holder. 

Since the privilege is recognized only when claimed by or on behalf of 

the holder of the privilege, the privilege will exist only for so long as there 

<:: is a holder in existence. Hence, the.privilege ceases to exist when the client's 

estate is finally distributed and his personal representative discharged. This 

c 

is apparently a change in California law. Under the existing law, it 

seems likely that the privilege continues to exist after the client's death 

and no one has authority to waive the privilege. See Collette v. sarrasin, 

supra, 184 Cal. 283, 193 Pac. 571 (1920). See also Paley v. Superior Court, 

137 Cal. App.2d 450, 290 P.2d 617 (1955), and discussion of the analogous 

situation in connection with the physician-patient privilege in Tentative 

Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article 

V. Privileges), 6 CAL. lAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REC. & STUDIES, 201, 408-

410 (1964). Although there is good reason for maintaining the privilege while 

the estate is being administered--particularly if the estate is involved in 

litigation--there is little reason to preserve secrecy at the expense of justice 

after the estate is wound up and the representative discharged. Thus, the better 

policy is to terminate the privilege upon discharge of the client's personal 

representative. 
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"holCicr of the privile:;e" rea:y claim -Ghe privilege. Ux:cl.er subdivision (b), persons 

autho:'izea to do so by the holder may claim the privilege. Thus, the guardian, 

the client, or the personal representative--when the "holder of the privUege"--

may authorize another person, such as his attorney, to claim the privilege. Under 

subdivision (c) and Section 955, the lawyer must claiD the privilege on behalf of 

the client unless otherwise instructed by a person au-~horized to permit disclosure. 

See BUS. & PROF. CODE § 6068(e). 

"Eavesdroppers. " Under Section 954, the lawyer-client privilege can be asser-

ted to prevent anyone from testifyillG to a confidential communication. Thus, 

clients are protected against the risk of disclosure by eavesdroppers and other 

wrongful interceptors of confidential communications bet,reen lawyer and client. 

Probably no such protection was provicl.ed prior to the enactment of Penal Code 

Sections 653i (enacted in 1957) and 053j (enacted in 1963). See People v. Castiel, 

153 Cal. App. 2d 653, 315 P. 2d 79 (1957). See also Attorney-Client Privilege in 

California, 10 STAN. L. REll. 297, 310-312 (1958), and cases there cited in note 84. 

Penal Code Section 653j makes evidence obtained by electronic eavesdropping or 

recording in violation of the section inadmissible in "any judiCial, administrative, 

legislative, or other proceeding." The section also provio.es a criminal penalty 

and contains definitions and exceptions. Penal Code Section 653i makes it a felony 

to eavesdrop upon a conversation bet,,'een a person in custody of a public officer 

and that person's lawyer. 

Section 954 is consistent "ith Fenal Code Sections 653j and 653i but provides 

broader protecVon for it includes any form of eaveslCropping or wrongf'ul inter-

ception of confidem.1al communications between lawyer and client. Section 954, 

like -iohe Penal Code sections, represents sound policy. No one should be able to 

use -;;he fruits of such wrongdoing fo~' his own advantaGe -oy using them as evidence. 

<=: The une of the privilege to prevent testimony by eavesdroppers and other wrongful 

intel'ceptors does not, however, af:'cc-c the rule that -"he nalting of the COlllDPmj cation 

under circumstances where others could easily overhear is evidence that the 

client did not intend the communication to be confide~tial. See Sharon v. Sharon, 
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Comparable sections. For sections comparable to Section 954, see Section 

994 (physician-patient privilege) and 1014 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 955 

Comment. When authorized under subdivision (c) of Section 954, the lawyer 

must claim the privilege on behalf of the client unless otherwise instructed by 

a person authorized to permit disclosure. Compare BUS. & PROF. CODE § 6068(e). 

Sections comparable to Section 955 are Section 995 (physician-patient privilege) 

and Section 1015 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 956 

Comment. The privilege does not apply where the legal service was sought 

or obtained in order to enable or aid anyone to co~t or plan to commit a 

crime or to perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraud. California recognizes 

this exception. Abbott v. Superior Court, 78 Cal. App.2d 19, 177 P.2d 317 

(1947). Compare Nowell v. Superior Court, 223 Cal. App.2d , 36 Cal. Rptr. 

21 (1963). See Section 981 (confidential marital communications privilege), 

Section 997 (physician-patient privilege), and Section 1018 (psychotherapist

patient privilege) for somewhat similar exceptions. 

§ 957 

Comment. The privilege does not apply en an issue between parties all of 

whom claim through a deceased client. Under existing California law, 

all must claim through the client by testate or intestate succession in 

order for the exception to be applicable; a claim by inter vivos transaction 

apparently is not within the exception. Paley v. Superior Court, 137 Cal. 

App.2d 450, 460, 290 P.2d 617, 623 (1955). Section 957 includes inter vivos 

transactions within the exception. 

The traditional exception between claimants by testate or intestate 

succession is based on the theo~J that the privilege is granted to protect 

<:: the client's interests against adverse parties and, since claimants in 

privity within the estate claim through the client and not adversely, the 

client presumably would want his con:munications disclosed in litigation 
-823-
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between such cla~~ts in order t;~t his desires in regard to the disposition 

of his estate might be correctly ascertained and carried out. Yet, there 

is no res son to suppose, for example, that a client's interests and desires 

are not represented by a person claiming under an inter vivos transaction--

~, a deed--executed by a client in full possession of his faculties while 

those interests and desires are necessarily represented by a claimant under 

a will executed while the claimant's mental stability was dubious. Therefore, 

there is no basis in logic or policy for refusing to extend the exception to 

cases where one or more of the parties is claiming by inter vivos transaction. 

See the discussion in Tentative Recawmendation and a Study Relating to the 

Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article V. Privileges), 6 CAL. lAW REVISION COMM'N, 

REP., REC. & S'IUDIES 201, 392- 396 (1964). 

]'or similar exceptions, see Section 9C34 C confidential marital communica

tions privilege), Section 1000 (physician-patient privilege), and Section 

<:: 1019 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 958 

Comment. TIle breach cf duty e;,ception stated in Section 958 has not been 

recognized by a holding in any California cas~although a dictum in one opinion 

indicates that it would be. Pacific Tele~hcne and Telegra~h C~v.Fink,141 Cal. 

App.2d 332,335,296 P.2d 841845 (1956). This exception is provided because it 

would be unjust to permit a client to accuse his attorney of a breach of duty 

and to invoke the privilege to prevent the attorney from bringing forth evidence 

in defense of the charge. The duty involved must be one arising out of the 

lawyer-client relationship, ~, the duty of the lawyer to exercise reasonable 

diligence on behalf of his client, the duty of the lawyer to care faithfully 

and account for his client's property, or the client's duty to pay for the 

lawyer's services. 

~ For similar exceptions, see Section 1001 (physician-patient privilege) and 

Section 1020 (psychotherapist-patient privilege), 
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c::' § 959 

COI'".ment. The exception stated in Section 959 is confined to the type of 

cOIlll1l.111ication about which or.e would expect an attesting witness to testify. Merely 

becau8e an attorney acts as anattest1ng witness should not destroy the lawyer-

client privilege as to all statements made concerning the documents attested; 

but the privilege should not prohibit the lawyer from performing the duties 

expected of an attesting witness. Under existing law, the attesting 

witness exception has been used as B device to obtain inforrration from a lawyer 

relating to dispositive instruments when the lawyer receives the information 

in his capacity as a lawyer and not merely in his capacity as an attesting 

witness. See generally In re Mullin, 110 Cal. 252, 42 Pac. 645 (1895). 

Although the attesting witness exception stated in Section 959 is limited 

c 
to information of the kind to which one would expect an attesting witness to 

testify, there is merit in making the exception applicable to all dispositive 

instruments. One would nornally expect that a client would desire his lawyer 

to communicate his true intention with regard to a dispositive instrument if 

the instrument itself leaves the matter in doubt and the client is deceased. 

Accordingly, two additional exceptions--Sections 960 and 96l--are provided 

relating to dispositive instruments generally. Under these exceptions, the 

lawyer--whether or not he is an attesting witness--is able to testify concerning 

the intention or competency of a deceased client and is able to testify to 

communications relevant to the validity of various dispositive instruments 

that have been executed by the client. These exceptions have been 

recognized.by the California decisions only in cases where the lawyer is an 

attesting witness. 

c 
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§ 960 

comment. See Comment to Section 959. Comparable sections are section 

1002 (physician-patient privilege) and Section 1021 (psychotherapist-patient 

privilege) • 

comment. See Cc~Ent to Section 959. Comparable sections are Section 

1003 (physician-patient privilege) and Section 1022 (psychotherapist-patient 

privilege). 
§962 

Comment. The exceptions provided by Sections 962 and 963 make the lawyer

client privilege inapplicable to protect a cOnmunication between the lawyer's 

client and eo pl:yBic:lan or psychotherapist consulted as such if the cOlL!llllIlication is 

not independently privileged under the physician-patient privilege or psychcther_ 

City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Ca1.2d 227, 231 P.2d 

26 (1951), the court held that, even though a client's communication to a 

physician was not privileged under the physician-patient privilege, the 

communication nevertheless was privileged under the lawyer-client privilege 

because the purpose of the client's consultation with the physician was to 

assist the lawyer in preparing the client's lawsuit. The broader implications 

of this decision in regard to a conduit theory of corrmunications between client 

and lawyer are not affected by the exceptions stated in Sections 962 and 963, 

for it is clear under Section 954 that either the client or the lawyer may 

corennnicate with each other through agents. However, in the specific situations 

covered by Sections 962 and 963--communications between a client and a physician 

or psychotherapist consulted as such--other statutory provisions spell out in 

detail the conditions and circumstances under which communications to physicians 

(Sections 990-1006) and psychotherapists (Sections 1010-1024) are privileged. 

Where a client's communication to either of these persons is not protected by 

the privilege granted these relationships, there is no reason to protect the 

communication by applying a different·privilege in circumvention of the policy 

~ressed in the privilege that ought to be applied. The admissibility of 
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relevant evidence bearing upon substantive issues in a given case should not 

c:: be determined on the basis of whether a lawyer is consulted before a client 

sees hin physician or !,sychotherapist for diagnosis or treatment .. Note,· hoWever, 

that a communication by the lmryer to the physician or psychotherapist is not 

Within the exceptions stated in Secticns 962-963. See Sectio~ 912(d) and 

Comment thereto. 

Ceronent. See COIment to Se cedon 962. 

§ 964 

Comment. This section states existing law. F~rris v. Harris, 136 Cal. 

379, 69 Pac. 23 (1902). 

§ 970 

Conm:ent; U~der this article, a married person has tl'70 privileges: (1) a priv-

ilege not to testify against his spouse in any proceeding (Section 970)and (2) a 

privilege not to be called as a witness in any proceeding to which bis spouse 

is a party (Section 971). 

The privilege not to testify is provided by Section 970 because compelling 

a married person to testify against his spouse would in many cases seriously 

disturb if not completely disrupt the marital relationship of the persons 

inVOlved. Society stands to lose more from such disruption than it stands 

to gain from tbe testimony which would be made available if the privilege 

did not exist. 

The privilege is based in part on a 1956 recommendation and study made 

by the Commission. See Recoll'.mendation and Study Relating to The Marital "For 

and Against" Testimonial Privilege, 1 CAL. LAW REVISION COfI'M'N., REP., REC. & 

STUDIES, Recommendation and Study at F-l (1957). 

For a discussiOl. of the law applicable under Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1881(1) and Penal Code Section 1322, both of which are superseded by tbe 

Evidence Code, see the Coment to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881. 
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§ 971 

Comment. The privilege of a lc.arried person not to be called as a witness 

against his spouse is sClIB<hat similar to the privilege given the defendant in a 

criminal case under Section 930. This privilege is necessary to avoid the 

prejudicial effect, for example, of the prosecution calling the defendant's 

wife as a witness, thus forCing her to object before the jury. The privilege 

not to be called does not apply, ho.rever, in a proceeding where the other 

spouse is not a party. Thus, a married person my be called as a witness 

in a grand jury proceeding, but he rray refuse to answer a question that would 

compel him to testify against his spouse because of the Section 970 privilege. 

§ 972 

Con:ment. The exceptions to the privileges uhder this· article are'similar 

to those contained in Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881(1) and Perlal Code 

Section 1322, both of which are G1.:.persedea. by the Evidence Code; but the excep

tions in this section have been made consistent .rith those provided ~ Article 

~ (co~ncing with Section 980) of this Chapter (the privilege for confidential 

marital communications), For comparable exceptions, see Connents to Sections 

in Article 5 of this chapter. 
§ 973 

Ccn:ment. Subdivision (a). This sucdivisfon ccntains a special waiver pro

vision fer the privileges provided by this article. Under subdivision (a), a 

married person who testifies in a proceeding to which his spouse is a party 

waives both privileges provided for in this article. Thus, for example, a 

married person cannot call his spouse as a witness to give favorable testimony 

and expect that spouse to invoke the privilege provided in Section 970 to 

keep from testifying on cross-examination to unfavorable matters; nor can a 

married person testify for an adverse party as to particular lLatters and 
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invoke the privilege not to testify against his spouse as to other matters. 

In any proceeding where a married person's spouse is not a party, the 

privilege not to be called as a wit:less is not available and subdivision (a) 

provides that the privilege not to testify against a spouse is waived when 

a person testifies against his spouse in that proceeding. Thus, for example, 

in a grand jury proceeding a married person ~AY testify the same as any other 

witness without waiving the privilege provided under Section 970 so long as 

he does not testify against his spouse. 

Subdivision (b). This subdivision precludes IIlfl,rried persons from taking 

unfair advantage of their marital status to escape their duty to give testimony 

under :;ccticn 4_, forocrly Code of Cc-"dl Procedure Section 2055. It receg· 

nizec D. ,loctrine of waiver that i:as cC0n developed iel -;;~iC Cclii'ornia cases. 

C Thus, for example, wl:en suit is troua:1t -to set aside c: ccnveyance from husband 

to l.,if0 aJ.legcdly in fraud -of the In:scand r s credit on, both s!'cuses being n8.ll'.ed 

c· 

as 8.efcndonts, it ;ms teen Leld thc.t cotting up the ccnvcyance in the ans<ler as 

a defense ,raives the privilege. ':robias v. Adams. 201 C::o.l. 6G9, 258 Pac. 588 (1927); 

Schwartz v. Brandon, 97 Cal. App. 30, 275 Pac. 448 (1929). But cf. Marple v. 

Jackson, 184 Cal. 411, 193 Pac. 940 (1920). And when hustard and wife are joined 

as defendants in a quiet title action and assert a claim to the propsrty, they 

have been held to have waived the privilege. Hagen v. Silva, 139 Cal. App.2d 

199, 293 P.2d 143 (1956). Similarly, when the spouses join as plaintiffs in 

an action to recover damages to one of th~,the cause of action being 

conmunity property at the time the case was deCided, each has been held to 

have waived the privilege as to the testimony of the other. In re Strand, 

123 Cal. App. 170, 11 P.2d 89 (1932). However, the privilege is available 

to the plaintiff spouse who sues alone to recover for his personal injuries, 
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even when the recovery woule have been c~ity property. Rothschild v. 

Superior Court, 109 Gal. App. 345, 293 Pac. 106 (1930). But cf. Credit Bureau 

of San Diego, Inc. v. Smallen, 114 Gal. App.2d Supp. 834, 249 P.2d 619 (1952). 

This rule has seemingly been developed to prevent a spouse from refusing to 

testify as to matters which affect his own interest on the ground that such 

testimony would also be "against" his spouse under Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1881(1)(superseded by Evidence Code). It has been held, however, that 

a spouse does not waive the privilege by making the other spouse his agent, even 

as to transactions involving the agency. Ayres v. Wright, 103 Gal. App. 610, 

284 Pac. 1077 (1930). 

§ 980 

Comment. Who can claim the privilege. Under this section, both spouses 

are the holders of the privilege and either spouse may claim it. Under existing 

law, the privilege lI'Ay belong only to the nontestifying spouse inasmuch as Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1881(1), superseded by Evidence Code, provides: 

"[N]or can either ••• be, without the consent of the other, examined as to any 

communication made by one to the other during the marriage." (Emphasis added.) 

It is likely, however, that Section 1881(1) would be construed to grant the 

privilege to both spouses. See generally In re De Neef' 42 Gal. App.2d 691, 

109 P.2d 741 (1941). But see People v. Keller, 165 Gal. App.2d 419, 423-424, 

332 P.2d 174, 176 (1958)(dictum). 

A guardian of an incompetent spouse may claim the privilege on behalf of 

that spouse. However, when a spouse is dead, no one can claim the privilege 

for him; the privilege, if it is to be claimed at all, can be claimed only by 

c:: or on behalf of the surviving spouse. 

Termination of marriage. The privilege may be claiIr.ed as to confidential 

cQROOB1nications made during a marriage even though the marriage has terminated 
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at the time the privi:ege is clajne~. This states existing law. CODE CIV. 

PROC. § 188l(1)(superseded by Evidence Code); People v. lfullings, 83 Cal. 138, 23 

Pac. 229 (1890). Free and open ccrrmunication between spouses would be unduly 

inhibited if one of the spouses "Could',be compelled to testify as to the nature 

of auch com:nunications after the termination of the n:a.rriage. 

Eavesdroppers. The privilege may be asserted to prevent testimony by 

anyone. Thus, eavesdroppers may be prevented from testifying by a claim of 

privilege. To a limited extent, this constitutes a change in California law. 

See C=nt to Section 954. See generally.People v. Peak, 66 Cal. 

App.2d 894, 153 p.2d 464 (1944); People v. Morhar, 78 Cal. App. 380, 248 

Pac. 975 (1926); People v. Mitchell, 61 Cal. App. 569, 215 Pac. 117 (1923). 

P~otection against eavesdroppers and other wrongful interceptors is deSirable, 

C· fo~' no one should be able to usc the fruits of suc:, wrongdoing for his own 

aLvantage. The protection affore_ed against eavesc,"'oppers also change~ the 

existing ,lall that permits 'a third party to "hem one of -the 

spouses had revealed a ccnfidential communication to testify concerning 

it. People v. Swaile, 12 Cal. App. 192, 195-196, 107 Pac. 134, 137 

(1509); People v. ChGdwic~, 4 Cal. App. 63, 87 Fac. 384 (1906). See 

also Wolfe v. United state~, 291 U.S. 7 (1934). Under Section 912, such con-

duct would constitute a waiver of the privilege only as to the spouse who 

makes the disclosure; the privilege would remain intact as to the spouse not 

consenting to such disclosure. 

Ccmment. Section 981 sets forth an exception when the cammunication was 

made to enable' or aid anyone to corr.mi t or plan to commit a crime or fraud. This 

C: exception does not a~~ear to have been recognized in the California cases 

dealing with this privilege. Nonetheless, the exception does not seem so 

broad that it would impair the values the privilege is intended to preserve, 
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and in many cases the evidence which would be admissible UL~der this exception 

will be vital in order to do justice between the parties to a lawsuit. Compar

able sections are Section 956 (lawyer-client privilege), Section 997 (physician

patient privilege), and Section 1018 (psychotherapist-~atient privilege). 

§ 982 

CoIr:ment. Sections 982 and 983 express existing law. CODE CIV. FROC. 

§ 1881(1)(superseded by Evidence Code). Conndt~nt and competency proceedings 

are undertaken for the benefit of the subject person. Frequently, virtually 

all of the evidence bearing on a spouse's competency or lack of competency 

will consist of communications to the other spouse. Therefore, inasmuch as 

these proceedings are of such vital importance both to society and to the 

spouse who is the subject of the proceedings, it would be undesirable to 

permit either spouse to invoke a privilege to prevent the presentation 

of this vital information. 

Comparable sections are Section 972(a) (privilege not to be witness 

against spouse) and Section 1004 (physician-patient privilege). 

Comment. See Comment to Section 982. Comparable sections are Section 

972(b) (privilege not to be witness against spouse), Section 1005 (physician

patient privilege), and Section 1023 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 984 

Comment. The exception for litigation between the spouses states existing 

law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881(1) (superseded by Evidence Code). Section 984 

C extends the principle of the exception to similar cases where one of the spouses 

is dead and the litigation is between his successor and the surviving spouse. 
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See generally Estate of Gillett, 73 Cal. App.2d 588, 166 P.2d 870 (1946). 

Somewhat comparable sections are Section 957 (lawyer-client privilege), Section 

1000 (physician-patient privilege), and Section 1019 (psychotherapist-patient 

privilege) • 

§ 985 

Comment. Section 985 restates with minor variations an exception recog-

nized under existing law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881(1) (superseded by Evidence 

Code). Secrtions 985 and 986 together create an exception for all the proceedings 

mentioned in Section 1322 of the Penal Code (superseded by Evidence Code). 

Unlike the similar exception stated in Section 972(d), the exception stated in 

Section 985 applies without regard to whether the crimes mentioned in Section 985 

are committed before, during, or after marriage. A comparable exception is 

provided by Section 972(d) (privilege not to be witness against spouse). 

§ 986 

Oamment. See Co~ent to Section 985. A comparable exception is provided 

by Section 972( c) (privilege not to be witness against spouse). 

§ 987 

Comment. ~e exception in Section 987 does not appear to have been 

recognized in any California case. Eonetheless, it is a desirable exception. 

wten a married person is tbedefendant in a criminal proceeding and seeks to 

introduce evidence which is material to his defense, his spouse (or his former 

spouse) should not be privileged to withhold the information. The privilege for 

marital communications is granted to enhance the confidential relationship 

between spouses. Yet, nothing would seem more destructive of marital harmony 

than to permit one spouse to refuse to give testimony which is material to 

establish the defense of the other spouse in a criminal proceeding. 
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§ 990 

Comment. "Physician" is defined to include a person "reasonably believed 

by the patient to be authorized" to "practice medicine. This changes existing 

law, which requires that the "physician be licenS6d. See CODE CIV. PROC. ~ 1881(4) 

(superseded by Evidence Code). If this "privilege is to be recognized, it 

should "protect the "patient from reasorable mistakes as to unlicensed practitioners. 

The privilege also should be applicable to communications made to a phySician 

authorized to "practice in any state or nation. When a California resident 

travels outside the State and has occasion to visit a physician during such 

travel, or where a "phySician from another state or nation participates in the 

treatment of a person in Califclnia, the patient should be entitled to assume 

that his communications will be given as much "protection as they would be if he 

consulted a California "physician in California. A patient should not be forced 

to inquire about the jurisdictions where the phySician is authorized to practice 

medicine and whether such jurisdictions recognize the physician-patient privilege 

before he may safely communicate to the physician. 

§ 991 

Comnent. "Patient" n:.eans a person who consults a physician for the purpose 

of diagnosis .2! treatment. This requirement is existing California law. See 

McRae v. Erickson, 1 Cal. App. 326, 332-333, 82 Pac. 209, 212 (1905). 

§ 992 

Comment. The definition of "confidential communication" requires that the 

information be transmitted in confidence between a patient and his phySician in 

the course of the physician-patient relationshi"p. This requirement retains 

existing law, except that it has been uncertain whether the doctor's statement 

to the patient giving his diagnosis is covered by the privilege. See CODE CIV. 

PROC.§ lSSl( 4 ) (superseded by Evidence Code). 
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Comparable sections are Section 952 (lawyer-client privilege) and Section 

c::. 1012 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 993 

Comment. A guardian of the patient is the holder of the privilege if the 

patient is incompetent. If the patient has a separate guardian of his estate 

and a separate guardian of his person, either guardian can claim the privilege. 

The provision making the personal representative of the patient the holder of 

the privilege when the patient is dead nay change California law. Under the 

existing law, the privilege nay survive the death of the patient in Bome cases 

and no one can waive it on behalf of the patient. See the discussion in 

Tentative Recommendation and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence 

(Article v. Privileges), 6 CAL. lAW REVISION CCMM'N, REP., REC. § STUDIES, 201, 

408-410 (1964). Under Section 991, however, the personal representative of the 

c:: patient has authority to claim or vaive the privilege after the patient's death. 

The personal representative can protect the interest of the patient's estate in 

the confidentiality of these statements and can waive the privilege when the 

estate would benefit by waiver. And, when the patient's estate bas no interest 

in preserving confidentiality, or when the estate bas been distributed and the 

representative discharged, the importance of providing complete access to infor-. 

mation relevant to a particular proceeding should prevail over whatever remaining 

interest the decedent may have had in secrecy. 
This definition of "holder of the privilege" should be considered with Section 

994 (specifying who can claim the privilege) and Section 912 (relating to waiver 
of the privilege). 

Comparable sections are Section 953 (lawyer-client privilege) and Section 
1013 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 994 

Conment. This section, like Section 954 (lawyer-client privilege), is 

C based on the premise that the privilege must be cle.imed by a person who is 

authorized to claim the privilege. If there is no claim of privilege by a 

person with authority to make the claim, the evidence is admissible. See 

Comments to Sections 993 and 954. -835-
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The :persons entitled to claim the privilege are specified. See Comments 

to Sections 993 and 954. 

For the reasons indicated in the Comrr£nt to Section 954, an eavesdropper 

or other wrongful interceptor of a corrmunication privileged under this section 

is not permitted to testify to the conmunication. See Cowment to Section 954. 

See generally Kramer v. Policy Holders Life Ins. Assn., 5 Cal. App.2d 380, 393, 

42 P.2d 665, 671 (1935); Horowitz v. Sacks, 89 Cal. App. 336, 265 Pac. 281 (1928). 

Comparable sections are Section 954 (la~er-client privilege) and Section 

1014 (psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 995 

Comment. When authorized under subdivision (c) of Section 994, the 

physician must claim the privilege on behalf of the patient unless otherwise 

instructed by a person authorized to permit disclosure. Comparable sections are 

Section 955 (la~er-client privilege) and Section 1015 (psychotherapist-patient 

privilege) • 

§ 996 

comment. Section 996 provides that the privilege does not exist in any 

proceeding in which an issue concerning the condition of the patient has been 

tendered by the patient. If the patient himself tenders the issue of his 

condition, he should do so with the realization that he will not be able to 

withhold relevant evidence from the opposing party by the exercise of the physi-

cian-patient privilege. A limited form of this exception is recognized by Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1881(4) (superseded by Evidence Code) which makes the 

privilege inapplicable in personal injury actions. The exception in Section 996 

also states previously existing California law in extending the statutory excep-

tion to other situations where the patient himself has raised the issue of his 
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condition. In re Cathey, 55 Cal.2d 679, 12 Cal. Rptr. 762, 361 P.2d 426 (1961) 

(prisoner in state medical facility \/aive:i phys~cian-patient privilege by putting 

his mental condition in issue by application for habeas corpus). See also 

City and County of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 232, 231 P.2d 

26, 28 (1951) (personal injury case). 

Section 996 also provides that there is no privilege in an action brought 

under Section 377 of the Code of Civil Procedure (wrongful death). Under Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1881(4) (superseded by Evidence COde), a person 

authorized to bring the wrongful death action ~ay consent to the testimony by 

the physician. As far as testimony by the physician is concerned, there is no 

reason why the rules of evidence should be different in a case where the 

patient brings the action and a case where someone else sues for the patient's 

wrongfoll death. 

Section 996 also provides that there is no privilege in an action brought 

under Section 376 of the Code of Civil Procedure (parent's action for injury to 

child). In this case, as in a case under the wrongful death statute, the same 

rule of evidence should apply when the parent brings the action as applies when 

the child is the plaintiff. 

Section 1016 provides a comparable exception to the psychotherapist-patient 

privilege. 

§ 997 

cc:n:.reent.. \I/nl.l.e ::3ectlon :-,1)0 provides that the l.a,\.;yer-c.1.J.erJ.1 ... p.1·.J.v~..L.t::gt;: 

does not apply when the communication was made to enable anyone to commit or 

plan to co~t a crime or a fraud, Section 997 creates an exception to the 

C physician-patient privilege where the services of the physician were sought 

or obtained to enable or aid anyone to co~t or plan to con:m1t a crime or a 
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c 
tort, or to escape detection or aVQrehension after commission of a crime or 

a tort. This difference in treatment of the physician-patient privilege stems 

from the fact that persons do not ordinarily consult their physicians in regard 

to matters which might subsequently be determined to be a tort or crime. On 

the other hand, people often consult lawyers about precisely these matters. 

The purpose of the privilege--to encourage persons to make complete disclosure 

of their physical and mental problems so that they nay obtain treatment and 

healing--is adequately served without broadening the privilege to provide a 

sanctuary for planning or concealing crimes or torts. Because of the different 

nature of the lawyer-client relationship, a similar exception to the lawyer-

client privilege would substantially impair the effectiveness of the privilege. 

Whether this exception now exists in California has not been decided, but it 

C' probably would be recognized in an appropriate case in view of the similar court

created exception to the lawyer-client privilege. See Comment to Section 956. 

Somewhat comparable sections are Section 956 (laW'Jer-client privilege), 

Section 981 (privilege for confidential marital communications), and Section 1018 

(psychotherapist-patient privilege). 

§ 998 

Comment. The privilege is not applicable in a criminal prosecution. 

This restates existing law. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1881(4) (superseded by Evidence 

Code). See also People v. Griffith, 146 Cal. 339, 80 Pac. 68 (1905). In 

addition, Section 998 provides that the privilege may not be claimed in those 

administrative proceedings that are comparable to criminal proceedings, i.e., 

proceedings brought for the purpOse of ~osing discipline of some sort. 

<=:' Under existing law, this privilege is available in all administrative proceedings 

conducted under the Administrative Procedure Act because it has been incorporated 
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in Government Code Section 11513(c) by reference; but it is not specifically 

made available in administrative proceedings not conducted under the 

Administrative Procedure Act because the statute granting the privilege in 

terms applies only to civil actions. Section 998 sweeps away this distinction, 

which has no basis in reason, and substitutes a distinction that has been 

found practical in judicial proceedings. 

§ 999 

Comment. Section 999 makes the privilege inapplicable in civil actions 

to recover damages for any criminal conduct, whether or not felonious, 0 n the 

part of the patient. Under Section relating to hearsay, the evidence 

admitted in the criminal trial would be admissible in a subsequent civil trial 

as former testimony. Thus, if the exception provided by Section 999 did not 

exist, the evidence subject to the privilege would be available in a civil 

trial only if a criminal trial j,Tere conducted first; it would not be available 

if the civil trial were conducted first. The admissibility of evidence should 

not depend on the order in which civil and criminal matters are tried. This 

exception is provided, therefore, so that the same evidence is available in the 

civil case without regard to when the criminal case is tried. 

§ 1000 

Comment. See discussion of co~~arable exception to the lawyer-client 

privilege in Comment to Section 957. See also Section 984 (privilege for 

confidential marital communications) and Section 1019 (psychotherapist-patient 

privilege) for other comparable exceptions. 
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Comment. See discussion of ccraparable exception to the lawyer-client 

privilege in Comment to Section 958. Section 1020 provides a comparable 

exception to the psychotherapist-patient privilege. 

§ 1002 

Comment. Sections lC02 and 1003 prov~de exceptions for communications 

relevant to an issue concerning the valiii.ity of any dispositive instrument 

executed by a now deceased patient or concerning his intention or competency 

with respect to such instruffient. ,/here this kind of issue arises, communications 

made to his physician by the person executing the instrument become extremely 

important. Permitting these statements to be introduced in evidence after the 

<:: patient's death will not materially impair the privilege. Existing california 

law provides exceptions virtually coextensive with those provided in Sections 

1002 and 1003. CODE CTIf. PROC. § 1881(4) (superseded by Evidence Code). 

Sections 960 and 961 ('-a1'Yer-c1ient privilege) and Sections 1021 and 1022 

(psychotherapist-patient privilege) provide comparable exceptions. 

§ lC03 

Comment. See Comment to Section 1002. 

§ 1004 

Comment. The exception pro~,rided by Section 1004 covers not only 

commitments of mentally ill persons but also covers such cases as the 

appOintment of a conservator under Probate Code Section 1751. In these cases, 

the privilege should not apple' because the proceedings are being conducted for 

the benefit of the patient. In such proceedings, he should not have a privilege 

to 'Withhold evidence that the court needs in oreier to act properly for his 
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c welfare. There "as no similar exception in previous California law. McClenahan 

v. Keyes, 188 Cal. 574, 584, 206 Pac. 454, 458 (l922)(dictum). ~~t see 35 OPS. 

CAL. ATTY. GEN. 226 (1960), regarding the unavailability of the present 

pbysician-patient privilege where the physician acts pursuant to court appoint-

ment for the explicit purpose of giving testimony. Section 982 provides a 

comparable exception to the privilege for confidential marital communications. 

§ 1005 

Co=ent. This exception is ne" to California law; but, when a patient's 

condition is placed in issue by instituting such a proceeding, the patient should 

not be permitted at the same time to '~ithhold from the court the most vital 

evidence relating to his condition. Comparable sections are Section 983 (privi-

lege for confidential marital communications) and Section 1023 (psychotherapist

C patient privUege). 

§ 1006 

Comment. This is a ne" exception not previously recognized by California 

la,,; it is a deSirable exception, ho"ever, because no valid purpose is served by 

preventing the use of relevant inforn~tion that is required to be reported and 

made public. Section 1024 provides a comparable exception to the psychotherapist-

patient privUege.: 

§ 1010 

Comment. A "psychotherapist" is defined as any medical doctor or certified 

psychologist. The privilege is not confined to those medical doctors whose 

practice is limited to psychiatry because many medical doctors who do not 

specialize in the field of psychiatry nevertheless practice psychiatry to a 

certain extent. Some patients cannot afford to go to specialists and must ottain 

c treatment from doctors "ho do not limit their practice to psychiatry. Then, too, 

because the line bet>reen organic and psychosomatic illness is indistinct, a 

i" physician may be called upon to treat both physical and mental or emotional 
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conditions at the same time. Disclosure of a mental or emotional problem will 

often be made in the first instance to a family physician who will refer the 

patient to someone else for further specialized treatment. In all of these 

situations, the psychotherapstprivilege is applicable if the patient is seeking 

diagnosis or treatment of his mental or emotional condition. 

§ 1011 

Comment. Section 1011 is comparable to Section 991 (physician-patient 

privilege) except that Section 1011 is limited to diagnosis or treatment of 

the patient's mental or emotional condition. See Comment to Section 991. 

§ 1012 

Comment. This section is comparable to Section 992 (physician-patient 

privilege). See Comment to Section 992. Section 952 (lawyer-client privilege) 

also is comparable. 

§ 1013 

Comment. This section is comparable to Section 993 (physician-patient 

privilege). See Comment to Section 993. Section 953 (lawyer-client privilege) 

a.lso is comparable. 

§ 1014 

Comment. This article creates a psychotherapist-patient privilege that 

provides much broader protection than the physician-patient privilege. 

Existing California law provides no specia.l privilege for psychiatrists 

other than that which is enjoyed by physicians generally. On the other hand, 

persons who consult psychologists have a broad privilege under the Business 

and professions Code Section 2904 (superseded by Evidence Code). Yet, the need 
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for a privilege broader than that provided to patients of medical doctors is 

as great for persons consulting psychiatrists as it is for persons consulting 

psychologists. Adequate psychotherapeutic treatment is dependent upon the 

fullest revelation of the most intirrate and embarrassing details of the 

patient's life. Unless a patient can be assured that such information will 

be held in utmost confidence, he will be reluctant to make the full disclosure 

upon which his treatment depends. The Commission has received several reports 

indicating that persons in need of treatment sometimes refuse such treatment 

from psychiatrists because the confidentiality of their communications cannot 

be assured under existing law. ~any of these persons are seriously disturbed 

and constitute threats to other persons in the corrmunity. Accordingly, this 

article establishes a new privilege that grants to patients of psychiatrists 

a privilege much broader in scope than the ordinary physician-patient privilege. 

Although it is recognized that the granting of the privilege will operate to 

withhold relevant inforKation in some situations where such information would 

be crucial, the interests of society will be better served if psychiatrists 

are able to assure patients that their confidences will be protected. The 

privilege also applies to psychologists and supersedes the psychologist-

];atlent. privilege provided in the Business and Professions Code. The new 

privilege is one for psychotherapists generally. 

Generally, the privilege provided by this article follows the physician

patient privilege and the Comments to Sections 990-1016 are pertinent (with 

reference to Section 1014, see the Comments to Sections 994 and 954). The 

following differences, however, should be noted: 

(1) The psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in all proceedings. 

The physician-patient privilege does not apply in criminal actions and similar 
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proceedings. S:'nce the i:r~erestc tD Ye protected are so:te.l~~at differen-c, 

this differer-ce in the scope of the two privile~es is justified, particularly 

since the Commission is advised that proper psychotherapy often is denied a 

patient solely because of a fear tp~t the psychotherapist may be compelled to 

reveal confidential communications in a criminal proceeding. 

Although the psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in a criminal 

proceeding, the privilege is not available to a defendant 'iho puts his mental Or 

emotional condition in issue, al', for example, by a plea of insanity or a claim of 

diminished responsibility. The exception provided in Section 1016 makes this 

clear. This is only fair. In a criminal proceeding in which the defendant 

has tendered his condition, the trier of fact should have available to it the 

best information that can be obtai~ed in regard to the defendant's mental or 

emotional condition. That evidence most likely can be furnished by the psy

chotherapist who examined or treated the patient-defendant. 

(2) There is an exception in the physician-patient privilege for com

mitment or guardianship proceedings for the patient. There is no similar 

exception in the psychotherapist-patient privilege. A patient's fear of future 

commitment proceedings based upon what he tells his psychotherapist would 

inhibit the relationship between the patient and his psychotherapist almost 

as much as would the patient's fear of future criminal proceedings based upon 

such statements. If a psychotherapist becomes convinced during a course of 

treatment that his patient is a menace to himself or to others because of his 

mental or emotional condition, he is free to bring such information to the 

attention of the appropriate authorities. The privilege is merely an exemption 

<:: from the general duty to testify in a proceeding in which testimony can 

ordinarily be compelled to be given. The only effect of the privilege would be 
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to enable the l'a tiev.t to prevent the I'syc!'otherarist from testifying in 

any commitment proceedings that ensue. 

(3) The physician-patient privilege does not apply in civil actions 

for damages arising out of the patient's criminal conduct. Nor does it 

apply in administrative disciplinary proceedings. No similar exceptions are 

provided in the psychotr.erapist-patient privilege. These exceptions appear 

in the physician-patient privilege because that privilege does not apply in 

criminal proceedings. Therefore, an exception is also created for comparable 

civil and administrative cases. 'I'he psychotherapist-patient privilege, 

however, does apply in crimiral cazes; hence, there is no similar exception in 

civil actions or administrative proceedings involving the patient's criminal 

conduct. Section 954 (lawyer-client privilege) and Section 994 (physician

patient privilege) are comparable to Section 1014. 

§ 1015 

Comment. When authorized by Eubdivision (c) of Section 1014, the 

psychotherapist must claim the privilege on behalf of the patient unless 

otherwiae instructed by a person authorized to permit disclosure. Section 

955 (lawyer-client privilege) and Section 995 (physician-patient. privilege) 

are comparable. 

§ 1016 

Comment. This section is the same in substance as Section 996 (physician

patient privilege). See Comment to Section 996. 

§ 1017 

Comment. Section 1017 provides an exception if the psychotherapist is 

appointed by order of a court to examine the.patient. IVhere the relationship 

c:;. of psychotherapist and patient is created by court order, there is not a 

sufficiently confidential relationship to warrant extending the privilege to 

communications made in the course of that relationship_ MOreove~, when the 
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psychotherapist is appointed by the court, it is most often for the purpose 

of having the psychotherapist testify concerning his conclusions as to the 

patient's condition. Therefore, it ,Tould oe inappropriate to have the privilege 

apply to that relationship. See generally 35 OPS. CAL. ATTY. GE1T. 226 (1960), 

regarding the unavailability of the former physician-patient privilege under 

these circumstances. 

§ 1018 

Comment. This section is the same in substance as Section 997 (physician-

patient privilege). See Comment to Section 997. Section 956 (lawyer-client 

privilege) and Section 981.(privile'ge for confidential _rital communications) 

also provide somewhat comparable exceptions. 

§ 1019 

Comment. See discussion of comparable exception in Comment to Section 

957. Section 1019 is the same in substance as Sections 957 (lawyer-client 

privilege) and 1000 (physician-patient privilege). Section 984 provides a 

somewhat comparable exception to the privilege for confidential marital 

coll'llml1cations. 

§ 1020 

Comment. See discussion of co~arable exception in Comment to Section 

958. Section 1020 is the same in substance as Sections 958 (lawyer-client 

privilege) and 1001 (physician-patient privilege). 

§ 1021 

Comment. Sections 1021 and 1022 are the same in substance as Sections 

1002 and 1003 relating to the phYSician-patient privilege. See Comment to 

Section 1002. Sections 960 and 961 provide comparable exceptions to the lawyer

C client privilege. 

§ 1022 

Comment. See Comment to Section 1021. 
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§ 1023 

Comment. This is the s~e in substance as Section 1005 (physician

patient privilege). See Corr~ent to Section 1005. 

§ 1024 

C~ent. This is the s~e in substance as Section 1006 (physician-patient 

privilege). See Conment to Section 1006. 

§ 1030 

Comment. "Priest" is broadly defined in this section. 

§ 1031 

Comment. This section defix:es "penitent" by incorporating the definitions 

in Sections 1030 and 1032. 

§ 1032 

Coo:ment. "Penitential communication" is defined so that the privilege 

applies to any conmunication made to the priest in the presence of no third 

person which the priest has a duty to keep secret. Under existing law, the 

communication rust be a "confession." CODE CIV. PROe. § 1881(3)(superseded by 

Evidence Code). This change in california law extends the protection that 

traditionally ~~s been provided persons of tbe catholic faith. 

§ 1033 

Comment. This section provides the penitent with a privilege to refuse to 

disclose, and to prevent the priest from disclosing, a penitential communication. 

In this regard, the section differs frcm Code of Civil Prodedure Section 1881(3) 

(superseded by Evidence Code) in tr~t the Section 1881(3) gives a penitent a 

privilege only to prevent the priest from disclosing a confession. Literally 

construed, Section 1881(3) does not give the penitent himself the right to 

<:: refuse disclosure of the confession. However, similar privilege statutes have 

been held to grant a privilege both to refuse to d~sclose and to prevent the 

other communicant from disclosing the privileged statereent. See City and County 
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c:: of San Francisco v. Superior Court, 37 Cal.2d 227, 236, 231 P.2d 26, 31 (1951) 

c 

(attorney-client privilege); Verdel1i v. Gray's Harbor Commercial Co., 115 Cal. 

517, 526, 47 Pac. 364, 366 (18971("a client ~annot tc compelled to disclose 

corrmuncations which his attorney cannot be permit'ccd to disclose"). Hence, it is 

likely that Section 1281(3) would De similarly construed. 

Because of the definition of "penitential cornn;unication," Section 1033 

provides a broader privilege than existing law which is limited to "confessions." 

§ 1034 

Coo:ment.. This section provides the·. priest with a privilege .in his' own right. 

He may claim this privilege even if the penitent has waived his Section 1033 privile~ 

There may be several reasons for the granting of the traditional priest-

penitent privilege, but at least one underlying reason seems to be that the 

la,; will not compel a clergyman to violate--nor punish him for refusing to 

violate--tbe tenets of his church which require him to maintain secrecy as 

to confessional statements ITBde to him in the course of his religious duties. 

See generally 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE §§ 2394-2396 (McNaughton rev. 1961). 

The priest is under no legal compulsion to claim the privilege; hence, 

a penitential communication may be admitted if the penitent is deceased, incom-

petent, or absent and the priest fails to claim the privilege. This 

probably changes existing California law; but if so, the change is desirable. 

For example, if a murderer had confessed the crime to a priest and then died, 

the priest might under the circumstances decide not to claim the privilege 

and, instead, give the evidence on behalf of an innocent third party who had 

been indicted for the crime. The extent to which a priest should keep secret 

or reveal penitential connllDications is not an appropriate subject for legis-

~ lation; the matter is better left to the discretion of the individual priest 

involved and the discipline of the religious body of which he is a member. 
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§ 101,0 

COn:me:lt. Section 1040 provide s a privilege for offi cial inforrr.a. tion. Under 

existing law, official infol~Rtion is protected either by subdivision 5 of Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1881 ("hich, like SectioL 1040, prohibits 

disclosure when the interest of the public would suffer thereby) or by specific 

statutes which remain in effect (such as the provisions of the Revenue and 

Taxation Code prohibiting disclosure of tax returns). See,~, REV. & TAX. 

CODE §§ 19281-19289. Section 1881 is superseded by the Evidence Code. 

Section 1040 permits the official information privilege to be invoked 

by the public entity concerned with the disclosure of the inforreation or by an 

authorized agent thereof. Since the privilege is granted to enable the govern-

ment to protect its secrets, no reason exists for permitting the privilege to 

<:: be exercised by persons who are not concerned with the public interest. 

The privilege may be asserted only against persons who have acquired the 

information in an authorized manner. If, for exanp1e, a person reported by 

telephone a violation of the la1', his identity would be privileged under 

Section 1041 and the inforw~tion furnished would be privileged under Section 

1040. If another person were present when the telephone call was made, the 

privileges granted by Sections 1040 and 1041 could not be used to prevent 

that third person from testifying concerning what he heard and saw. No case 

has been discovered involving this issue, but the language of subdivision 5 of 

Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 indicates tbBt no privilege now exists 

that would exclude such testimony. 

Official information is absolutely privileged if its disclosure is 

forbidden by either a federal or state statute. Other official information 

<:: is subject to a conditional privilege; the judge must determine in each 
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instance the consequences to the public of disclosure and the consequences 

to the litigant of nondisclosure and then decide which outweighs the other. 

The statute recognizes that the Legislature cannot establish hard and fast 

rules to guide the judge in this process of balancing public and private 

interests. He should, of course, be aware that the public has an intersst 

in seeing that justice is done in the particular cause as well as an interest 

in the secrecy of the information. 

§ 1041 

Oomment. Section 1041 provides a privilege to protect against disclosure at 

the identity of an inforn:er. Under existing la,." the identify of an informer is 

protected by subdivision 5.of Cede of Civll Procedure Section 1881 (which, like 

C Section 1041, prohibits disclosure ,;hen the intere st of the public. would suffer 

thereby). Section 1881 is superseded by the Evidence Code. 

The privilege under Section 1041 may be claimed under the same conditions 

that the official information privilege under Section 1040 may be claimed. 

See Comment to Section 1040. 

The privilege under Section 1041 applies only if the inforn:er furnishes 

the information to a law enforcement officer or to a representative of an 

administrative agency charged with enforcement of the law, but the section 

permits the informer to furnish the information to another for the purpose of 

transmittal to such officer or representative. 

§ 1042 

Comment. Subdivision (a). This subdivision expresses the rule of existing law 

C that in a criminal case, "since the Government which prosecutes an accused 

also has a duty to see that justice is done, it is unconscionable to allow 
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it to undertake prosecution and then invoke its ga.·ernmental privileges to 

deprive the accused of anything which might be material to his defense." 

United States v. Reynolds, 345 u.s. 1, 12 (1953). This policy applies if 

either the official information privilege (Section 1040) or the informer 

privilege (Section 1041) is exercised in a criminal proceeding or a dis-

~ip11rBry proceeding. 

In some cases, the privileged information will be material to the issue 

of the defendant's guilt or innocencej in such cases, the court must dismiss 

the case if the public entity does not reveal the information. People v. 

McShann, 50 Cal.2d 802, 330 P.2d 33 (1958). In other cases, the privileged 

information will relate to narrower issues, such as the legality of a search 

without a warrantj in those cases, the court will strike the testimony of a 

particular witness or JIake some other order appropriate under the circumstances 

if the public entity inSists upon its privilege. Priestly v. SUperior Court, 

50 Cal.2d 812, 330 P.2d 39 (1958). 

Subdivision (a) applies only if the privilege is asserted by the State 

of California or a public entity in the State of California. SUbdivision (a) 

does not require the imposition of its sanction if the privilege is invoked 
in an action prosecuted by the State, and the information is 

withheld' by the federal government ol9.nother state. 
Nor may the sanc~ion be imposed where disclosure is forbidden by federal 

statute. In these respects, subdivision (a) states existing California law. 

People v. Parham, 60 Cal.2d __ , 33 Cal. Rptr. 497, 384 P.2d 1001 (1963) 

(prior statements of prosecution witnesses withheld by the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation; denial of motion to strike witnesses' testimony affirmed). 

SUbdivision (b). This subdbrision states the existing California law 

as declared in PeOple v. Keener, 55 Cal.2d 714, 723, 12 Cal. Rptr. 859, 864, 
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361 P.2d 587, 592 (1961), in which the court held tbat "where a search is 

made pursuant to a '/arrant valid on its face, the prosecution is not required 

to reveal the identity of the informer in order to establish the legality of 

the search and the admissibility of the evidence obtained as a result of it." 

Subdivision (b), however, applies to all official information, not merely to 

the identity of an informer. 

§ 1050 

Cczmnent. Section 1050 declares existing lat.,. The California -cases declaring 

such a privilege have relied upon the provision of the Constitution tbat 

"secrecy in voting be preserved." CAL. CONST., Art. II, § 5. See :Bush v. 

~, 154 Cal. 277, ':J7 Pac. 512 (1908); Smith v. '!:homas, 121 Cal. 533, 54 

<:: Pac. 71 (1898). Since the policy of ballot secrecy extends only to legally 

cast ballots, the California cases and this section recognize tbat there is 

no privilege as to the manner in which an illegal vote has been cast. 

Patterson v. Hanley, 136 Cal. 265, 68 Pac. 821 (1902). 

§ lC60 

C~nt. This privilege is granted so tbat secrets essential to the successful 

contimled operation of a business or industry rray be afforded some measure 

of protection against unnecessary disclosure. Thus, the privilege prevents 

the use of the witness' duty to testify as the means for injuring an otherwise 

profitable business. See generally 8 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE § 2212(3)(McNnughtcn 

rev. 1961). Nevertheless, there are dangers in the recognition of such a 

privilege. Copyright and patent laws provide adequate protection for many 

<:: of the matters that may be classified as trade secrets. Recognizing the 

privilege as to such information would serve only to hinder the courts in 
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d"termining the truth without providing the' owner of tl:e secret any needed 

protection. In many cases, disclosure of tbe matters protected by tbe privilege 

may be essential to disclose unfair competition or fraud or to reveal the 

improper use of dangerous materials by the party asserting the privilege. 

Recognizing tbe privilege in sucb cases would amount to a legally sanctioned 

license to comnit tbe wrongs complained of, for tbe wrongdoer would be privileged 

to withhold bis wrongful conduct from legal scrutiny. 

Therefore, the privilege exists under this section only if its application 

will not tend to conceal fraud or otherwise work injustice. It will not permit 

concealment of a trade secret when disclosure is essential in the interest of 

justice. The limits of the privilege are necessarily uncertain and will have 

to be worked out through judicial decisions. 

Although no California case has been found bolding evidence of a trade 

secret privileged, at least one California case has recognized that such a 

privilege may exist unless its holder bas injured another and the disclosure 

of the secret is indispensable to the ascertainment of the truth and the 

ultiIr:ate determination of the rights of the part:!.es. Willson v. SUperior 

Court, 66 Cal. App. 275, 225 Pac. 881 (l924)(trade secret held not subject to 

privilege because of plaintiff's need for information to establish case against 

the person asserting the privilege). Indirect recognition of such a privilege 

has also been given in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2019, wbicb provides, 

that in discovery proceedings the court rray ~,e protective orders prohibiting 

inquiry into "secret processes, developments or research." 
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Comment. See the Comment to ;-_ction 1072. 

§ 1071 

Comment. See the Comment to Section 1072. 

§ 1072 

Comment. This article provides a privilege of certain newsmen to 

maintain secrecy as to the source of their news. Because of the basic 

similarity between the governmental informer privilege and the newsmen's 

privilege--that is, both are privileges granted to maintain secrecy concerning 

the iccentity of a person who has furnished information to the holder of the 

priviloge--the privilege given neWSmen is substantially t~e same as that 

c:: granted to public officials concerning the identity of their informers. See 

Section 1041. The Commission recommends this article because newsmen have a 

c 

privilege under existing law. CODE CIIT. FRCC. § 1881 (6)( superseded by this 

article) • 

'.rhe term "news media" is defined. in Section 1071 to include the most 

important channels of ccmmunicatior. of nelfS to the puolic. other news media 

are excluded and, hence, their newsmen 1<ill enjoy no privilege. This is 

consiGten-c with existing California la". CODE CIIT. FRCC. § 1881(6). The 

policy of this section and of existing law is to extend the privilege to those 

media t!}at are most intimately engaGed in the dissemLTlation of current news. 

News magazines and other media, although concerned 1{ith news, are excluded. 

This limitation is imposed in recognition of the fact that the privilege will 

exclude pertinent information in some instances. Hence, the privilege is 

granted only where the need for it seems most crucial. 



..... 

c Consistent with existing Californ~a law, Section 1072 vests the 

privilege in the ne-,{sman. The privilege exists not se much to protect the 

inforL:cr as to protect the ne,Tsman' s sources of inforL,,,tion. Hence, if the 

newsrran believes that a particular source of informaci~n does not need the 

protection of secrecy, he need not invoke the privilege and the informant 

canno-~ invoke the privilege. 

Section 1072 requires the infoi~ation to have been disseminated. 

This is similar to the requirement of subdivision 6 of Cede of Civil Procedure 

Section 1881 that the information be "published in a nellspaper" or "used for 

news or news commentary purposes on radio or television." 

Just as a judge may require disclosure of a governmental informer's 

identi-i;y when such disclosure is required in the interest of justice, Section 

C 1072 also permits the judge to overrule a claim of privilege "hen the public 

interest requires that the information be disclosed. 

c 
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